
trisha_29 
 

trisha_29: hops up....runssssssssssssssssss over and leaps at the pole...grasping it up 

high....curling one leg around it and holding tight with my leg...releasing the grip of my 

hand and leaning way back as i twirl slowly 

touchdown366: hope its a big mop rocket 

diab_soule: wow!  

scarlett2angel: gonna need more than one bucket 

diab_soule: reaches for my wallet, haha 

trisha_29: the edge of the dress shirt sliding up my body....bearing my black panties and 

tummmy....long dark strands of hair flowing freely....eyes closed as the twirling slowly 

comes to an end....landing my my tush on the stage...leg still wrapping around the pole 

Cars_75: smiles at trisha as she leaps at the pole, twirling around like it's all she ever 

did.... very nice..!! 

scarlett2angel: can't wait till i grow up and can dance like Trish 

diab_soule: WOW 

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers  

scarlett2angel: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeee 

diab_soule: gets out some 50's 

RocketManFL: she sure knows how to work a pole, eh?? 

scarlett2angel: not gonna say a word 

trisha_29: hops up as the music changes.....snapping my hips with the beat...holding the 

pole with one hand and strutting around it  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head and wiggles my toes to Trish's dance 

scarlett2angel: wants her naked in my bed  

Cars_75: mmhm, this is why I keep coming back. love the gorgeous ladies on stage. 

smiles at trisha as she dances 5o 5h3 beat 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhh now loves this tune 

Cars_75: wow.. stares at my fingers 

diab_soule: I think we all do at this point. haha 

trisha_29: grins...........holds the pole.....slowly working my hand up and down 

it....breathing in deeply as i stop......slowly turning and ducking under my arm...placing 

my back against the pole 

D r a z: watching as the pole gets worked as it should be    .winks at trisha  

touchdown366: watching her graceful moves 

RocketManFL: wohoo Trish 

trisha_29: dropping my hands.....easing my back up and down slowly...the pole pressed 

perfectly to the center of my back ....right along the crack of my ass as the black satin 

panties brush the steel............... 

diab_soule: now THIS is fun 

Cars_75: sips my drink since I feel my mouth getting somewhat dry... eyes locked on 

trisha 

trisha_29: my head rolling back...hands sliding up over my body....arching as my hand 

pass over my breasts....grabbing the open collar of the dress shirt....my head 



lifting....looking out at the crowd as i tug at the material of the shirt...sending a few 

buttons flying............... 

RocketManFL: smiles @ trish 

scarlett2angel: slips around the room in this........as i clean the tables not getting in the 

way as the guys watch the dancer  

touchdown366: gets hit in the eye with a button 

D r a z: watches as the buttons ping off and onto  the   walls  

diab_soule: smiles at Scarlett 

touchdown366: thank god i have 911 on speed dial 

trisha_29: dropping my hand and spinning back to face the pole....grasping it up 

high....hips rolling forward with the beat....grinding the crotch of the panties against the 

pole...feeling the heat and coolness of the pole collide as one............ 

RocketManFL: claps for the dancer 

trisha_29: dropping my ass down to the floor....slowly swirling my hips as i slowly glide 

my body back up...keeping the crotch of my panties pressed firmly..sending a warm rush 

of sensations through my body....whimpering softly as the ache grows inside of 

me.....letting the music take over .................... 

Cars_75: mmhm, gods... bites my bottom lip as I follow every little motion of trisha's 

sensual body as she's giving such a great show to the room 

diab_soule: good LORD 

D r a z: smiles watching the body sensualising the music  

scarlett2angel: moves to the end of the bar smiles at Trish and slides a tray full of bar 

glasses to Draz 

RocketManFL: groans as I intently watch Trish seduce the room 

trisha_29: giving the hips a swirl to the left...slowly rotating them to the right....feeling 

the pressure increasing as i press tighter...the wetness of my panties making their mark 

agains the steel of the pole..........kicking a leg out and wrapping it around the 

pole...slowly easing my body up the pole slowly....releasing my hands and bending 

back...the white dress shirt falling completely down exposing my warm glistening 

flesh............ 

D r a z:   watches the pole getting all the luck  ,,,,,, mmmm  

RocketManFL: woo hoo  

touchdown366: watches as it glistens working her moves with elegance 

diab_soule: yeah thats one lucky pole 

Cars_75: blinks, almost forgetting to breathe as I'm hypnotized by trisha's dance... 

imagining the things she could do as she grinds against the pole.. 

trisha_29: the wrapped leg loosening a bit allowing my body to slide down a bit...my 

hands reaching to the floor...one long leg stretching over...the other leg unwrapping and 

following...my long body bending as i slowly slide down into the splits....tugging the rest 

of the top open and leaving it to just barely cover my breasts............. 

touchdown366: oh yesss perfect moves on the stage 

diab_soule: she IS perfect 

D r a z: watches the beat   invade  that sensual  writhing  body  

Cars_75: oh wow... love a flexible lady. a big smile on my lips as I keep watching trisha 



RocketManFL: holds up a 20 for the dancer, smiling 

touchdown366: holds up a 50 

trisha_29: grins as the beat changes....moving from the splits....my body laying against 

the floor...slowly raising up onto my hands and knees...tossing my head back..hair flying 

as i gaze out at each and every person...my ass raised high...swaying with the beat as my 

eyes squint and i crawl cat like towards rocket............flicking my tongue over my lips as 

the 20 gets closer........ 

RocketManFL: smile grows as Trish crawls closer 

 

diab_soule: pulls out a 50, twirling it in my fingers 

scarlett2angel: grow or growl rocket lol 

RocketManFL: yes scar;lett, smiles 

trisha_29: stops as i get close to him....kneeling....bouncing a tiny bit as my hands slide 

up over his thighs...leaning in and snatching the 20 with my teeth and flipping backward 

and rolling away.....looking around at the next victim....snapping a look towards 

diab........... 

Cars_75: sips my drink, wondering if trisha takes credit cards too.. grins and holds it up.  

diab_soule: sits straight up, eyes glued to her 

trisha_29: pushes up on my hands and knees once again.....reaching back and running 

my fingers over the perfect curves of my ass...raising my hand and smacking it down on 

my ass cheek...feeling the bite to my skin through the material of the 

panties.........lunging forward as i crawl to diab....pressing up on my knees...pulling the 

top open more and glancing down at the edge of the little panties......grins as i taunt him 

to tuck the 50...if he dares............. 

scarlett2angel: *whistles do it do it i dare you* 

diab_soule: slowly pushes the bill under the waistband of the panties, looking up at her 

and loosening the grip, waiting for you to snap the waistband 

Cars_75: couldn't imagine a better way to spend some money... winks at trisha and 

smiles 

scarlett2angel: *smiles at Draz ...slips behind the bar wipes it down and starts putting 

away the clean bar glasses* 

D r a z: winks  

trisha_29: slides my fingers along the waistband of the little black panties....looking up at 

diab with my big blue eyes....tugging the edge of the panties dangerously 

low..purrrrrssssssssssss feeling the warmth of his fingers to my skin....lunging forward 

again directly between his legs.....grins and pushes my self away ...wiggling my ass as i 

slide back..............hopping to my feet.....blowing kisses and ending the dance 

..............walking back to my seat..........laughs....now who needs a drink....cuz i sure do! 

touchdown366: buys trisha a drink  

D r a z: woo hoo  trisha ,,,, BRAVO  BRAVO 

RocketManFL: WOOOOOOOOOOO HOOOOOOOOOOOOO claps  

RocketManFL: \wowza  

diab_soule: I think I need an IV. haha 

RocketManFL: what a dance 



scarlett2angel: *claps for Trish....ok guys get your drink on* 

touchdown366:  puts a 50 on the bar 

RocketManFL: smiles 

D r a z:             tills the bill 

Cars_75: stands up from my seat and claps for trisha... wow! that was just hot 

D r a z: Rubs a lemon on the rim of a glass and  sinks half the rim in white sugar and the 

other in purple. Adds to a cocktail shaker 1 oz. (30ml) Viniq Liqueur, ½ oz. (30ml) 

Hpnotiq Liqueur, ½ oz. (15ml) Plum Vodka and crushed  ice....shakes vigorously and 

strains into the sugar coated glass...tops the glass with Cranberry Sprite....slides  the 

Alluring Lullaby on a LAB coaster  to trisha *winks 

http://www.ladyanns.com/summer_cocktails.html 

RocketManFL: Draz? what ever the lady want, on my tab 

trisha_29: ty ty ty ty!!!!!!! 

Cars_75: no... thank YOU! 

diab_soule: definitely! haha 

D r a z: adds 50  to rockets tab ,,wipes  the bar and whistles innocently  

RocketManFL: worth every penny 

trisha_29: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm thank you draz.....blows 

kissessssssssssssssssssssss 
D r a z: catches  the kisses and stows them in my  naughty night box 

 

Xfitnat 
xfitnat: *decides to stand up on the bar and just walk the length* 

RocketManFL: watches, looks at your great legs 

D r a z: looks up at  the legs as they walk  

xfitnat: and remember i still have my workout pants on *grins at the staring eyes* 

RocketManFL: ah thougth Dirty got those, lol 

D r a z:   and dont they cling well 

xfitnat: i'd say so Draz but i f igure this might be better *facing away from the guys i 

bend forward at my hips and slowly inch down my pants revealing the black thong under 

the black pants* 

RocketManFL: whistles, woo hoo 

D r a z: smiles to see the thong cling even tighter  

RocketManFL: mmmmhmmmmm 

xfitnat: *kicks away the pants and turns around, sauntering down the bar again very 

slowly* 

RocketManFL: verrrrry nice 

RocketManFL: legs to thong to legs, eyes roaming 

D r a z:  looks up  the legs agai as they pass ...... hmm   even beter 

xfitnat: *turns towards Rocket, does a splits on the bar and wraps my legs around his 

neck bringing his head between them.  leans back on the bar, arching a little and grabs 

draz's head and kisses him* 

RocketManFL: daum, knowing the rules, beign very careful 



D r a z: smiles asnd kisses   the sweet lips       

xfitnat: *slides my tongue into draz's mouth for a second before i pull back.. i tease 

rocket's back with my foot, knowing he can't do much more* 

RocketManFL: enjoying, but struggling to maintain composure 

D r a z: smiles as   my tongue flicks nats   tongue     as lips press hard  

RocketManFL: the view is so enticing 

xfitnat: *pulls back from the kiss and winks at draz, turning around and giving him the 

view betwen my legs as i lean back to kiss ROcket* 

RocketManFL: kisses nat back, tounges dance 

D r a z:  smiles as my eyes take in the  view up  the legs to  the thong  

xfitnat: *arches my body into the air and slides my hands up and down my chest* 

D r a z:  watches as nat writhes and arches on the   bar   ..  provocative 

RocketManFL: seductive 

RocketManFL: awsome 

xfitnat: *breaks from the kiss and moves my legs, laying flat on my back on the bar* it's 

too bad i have this thing called work 

RocketManFL: yes, too bad 

D r a z: laffs have a good  one nat  

RocketManFL: tc nat, do hb 

D r a z:          winks  ...........  hpe  you have a great day  

xfitnat: well i might stay in the room just won't be able to do this 

RocketManFL: oh, you AT work, got it, smiles 

xfitnat: yes exactly 

 

Sara a9 

sara a9: so that is why I have this inkling to go the cage huh ? 

websterace3: woooooooooooo hoooooooooooo 

Kelleen: yes that too giggles 

D r a z: thats  the  reason and your natural sexiness  

websterace3: watches Sara 

sara a9: I thought it was but it seems it has been induced by Dr Jekyll Kelleen 

Kelleen: there is sexy then there is Sara sexy 

D r a z: smiles watchig  the sara hips move ,,,,,,,,,,,   

D r a z: opens the door to   thecage     ...   winks  at sara    

sara a9: tries a little roll of the hips, clockwise, then counter clockwise 

websterace3: whistles nice 

sara a9: that part seems in order 

D r a z: smiles to see  the dress ride up thighs  first left   then right   

danno_: takes a seat at the bar, making sure i get a good view of the cage 

sara a9: raises the arms, tries a little sway 

sara a9: so far so good 

D r a z: watches as thebreastsjiggle     



Kelleen:   watching her the entire time  

sara a9: kicks off the heels 

websterace3: woooooooooooo hooooooooooo 

websterace3: walks to the bar to get my ice 

RocketManFL: mm wow sara 

sara a9: steps inside, turns around, grabs a pair of bars and tries another little sway and 

roll 

Kelleen: smiles putting on my glasses so i can take notes 

sara a9: makes a face at Kelleen 

D r a z: smiles seeing   those hips move  in perfect harmony    

websterace3: who need notes video tape it he he 

Kelleen: oh i hope to be as good as you one day smile but sticking my tongue out  

sara a9: yeah right....you give lessons on being the way you are 

Kelleen: giggles well i do look sexy in glasses 

D r a z: shes fine ,,,,,,,,,,,,,  the girl is fine  

sara a9: holds the bars and resumes the little sway and gives the head a slight nod 

websterace3: looks over at the lovely Kelleen yes you do 

Kelleen: writing down let hair fly giggles 

RocketManFL: oh hell yes kelleen 

D r a z: such a hot body as it moves to the sensual beat  

sara a9: continues the slow sway and exaggerated roll of the hips to the sax 

RocketManFL: damn such sexy swaying 

sara a9: rolls the skirt up well past midthigh, shows off the lace of the stockings 

Kelleen: hmmm dancing in beat with the tune must be inportant giggles making a note  

sara a9: spins slowly and leans over, rolls the hips and sways again  

websterace3: whistles as I look at the lovely stocking 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the gap of flesh and  the lace  

Kelleen: smiles walking over to the cage, slipping a 50 in the top of a stocking 

RocketManFL: sits next to kelleen to help with her note taling 

sara a9: hikes the skirt up a bit more......showing a bit of the bottom of the butt 

websterace3: niceeeeeeeeeee 

sara a9: leaves the skirt where it is and spins back,, starts to loosen the buttons of the 

blouse 

D r a z: smiles seeing the pale  swell ofcheeks  

websterace3: cute butt 

Kelleen: sitting back down watching the movments of Sara's body 

sara a9: slows the rate of the sway to the new tune, and works each button loose, then a 

shrug of the shoulders has the blouse falling off the shoulders 

websterace3: watches the buttons come open 

D r a z:  smiles seeeing the butttons open   to reveal  the swell of breasts 

sara a9: sways and spins in a slow circle, a hand runs up and down my body, through my 

hair 

D r a z: grins to see the   blouse billowing open  



sara a9: lets the blouse fall about my waist and continues the slow motion turn and sway 

Kelleen: licking my lips, yes her breasts are perfect 

RocketManFL: mm spies clevage form the open bliuse 

sara a9: slowly tugs it from the skirt and lets it fall to the cage floor 

websterace3: wooooooooooo hooooooooooooooo 

sara a9: gives the hair a toss and continues the slow sway, the slow spin in place as my 

hands slide up and down my body 

D r a z:  grins  to see  thefullbreasts    

sara a9: my head falls back, the hands glide over my  ass as I sway it again 

websterace3: feels the room heat up 

Kelleen: smiles watching her, god you are like sex on a stick girl 

sara a9: spins a lilttle and drops to the floor of the cage brings a stockinged leg up and 

runs my hand over it 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z:   looking all theway up  the thighs   

sara a9: turns and gives the naughtly sultry look to the audience as the hands come back 

up  my leg and under the bunched up skirt 

Kelleen: waving my hand infornt of me to cool off  

websterace3: nice  

sara a9: lies back, brings a leg up and slowly lets it lower to the floor 

websterace3: catches my breath 

sara a9: the hands move over the other leg, back and forth on the thigh, working closer 

to the smooth silky skin 

Kelleen: great choice on song draz 

websterace3: watches Saras hands 

sara a9: spins around and brings a leg up, runs the hands over it, under the skirt and 

arches and rocks a littlle  

D r a z: smiles watching  the hot  thighs part under the fingers 

sara a9: spins and gets to the knees, continues the slow sway and rolls the skirt up a 

little higher...now gives a hint of the yellow lace covering me 

websterace3: lovely 

sara a9: runs a finger along the lace, raises the skirt and continues to touch and to press 

upon the lace 

D r a z: smiles  seeing  the heat   and     swell against the panties  

sara a9: the head falls back, again I rock the hips and grind two fingertips to myself 

websterace3: gets a little peek at the lace  

websterace3: licks my lips 

sara a9: brings the finger tips higher, feels the clit that has swollen and circles on it  

sara a9: feels the lace rub on the clit, nods as as soft moan fills the air 

websterace3: hot hot hot 

sara a9: pauses as the fingertips slip inside through a leg opening 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

sara a9: moves very slowly, barely at all, but the wet spot is beginning to darken the lace 



sara a9: pulls the finger tips out, work them over my lips, then I flick the tongue at each 

fingertip 

sara a9: continues with the slow glide of the hips, again the finger tips run over the lace 

sara a9: rubs a llittle faster as I nod and continue the sway to the tune 

sara a9: leans back, the legs widen, gives the audience a very good look at the lace 

covering me and again rubs upon the lace 

websterace3: can't keep my eyes off the lace so sweet 

sara a9: spins and stands...hooks the skirt and slides it over the hips and lets it fall to the 

floor 

websterace3: wow 

D r a z: smiles watching the skirt drop    and the hot lace panties  

sara a9: with the change of tune, I strut to the front of the cage, toss the hair and rock 

against the bars 

sara a9: grinds to the bars, holds them as I keep grinding and sliding against the cold 

steel 

sara a9: spins and backs the ass to the bars and slides up and down, then rocks the hips 

left and right 

D r a z:  watches  the hips and the lace agaisnt  the bars  

Alert: ramiros_1 reddotted by: D r a z 

sara a9: spins and hooks a leg around a bar and continues the grind and rub, tosses the 

hair and lets the head fall back 

websterace3: almost falls off my chair 

sara a9: rolls the hips, snaps them left, then right and again grinds to the bars 

websterace3: lucky bars  

sara a9: rolls the waistband down, a good inch and lets it rest there 

D r a z: smiles at the hot tease  

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhh yea 

sara a9: steps back a little, spins and leans and sways the ass, reaches to give it slap and 

a rub 

websterace3: whistles 

sara a9: circles the ass and slaps again, rubs and slides the waistband down in back to 

pretty well display my ass 

sara a9: lets it rest under my ass and I keep the sway and roll going, reach to smack 

again 

websterace3: lovely ass 

D r a z: smiles as  i see the red mark of the smack 

sara a9: brings the arms up , gives the quick rock of the hips and then a very slow roll, 

rocks them  

websterace3: love that hip action  

sara a9: turns to face the crowd, positions myself so two bars frame my barely covered 

mound 

D r a z: those hips are mesmerising as she  rolls them  to the beat  

websterace3: she is awesome 



sara a9: moves again , rocks and humps to the bars, lets the head fall back as the roll 

continues 

Kelleen: wow is all i can say 

websterace3: though Kelleen might of fainted 

Kelleen: oh no 

sara a9: steps back....hooks the panty and pauses with it nearly down 

websterace3: stares 

sara a9: licks the lips and lets the head fall back, the slow sway again starts 

Kelleen:    

D r a z:  smiles see ing the  pantiesalmost dowen     watching theerotic sway  

sara a9: hands glide up the hips, upon my breasts as the panty barely stays in place 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh yeaaaaaaaaaa 

sara a9: spins and tosses the hair, backs to the bars and again grinds the ass to the bars 

sara a9: reaches above to grab the bars and continues the erotic sway, looks through two 

bars and smiles 

D r a z:  watches  the grinding    hips and te   jiggling breasts  

websterace3: guess it is getting to hot for Pal 

sara a9: spins to face the group, and rolls te panty down...letting one of the bars barely 

provide cover on me 

websterace3: wooooooooooooo hoooooooooooo 

sara a9: barely moves, but just enough to give a hint of my smooth but wet mound 

D r a z:   smiles looking at the wet heat    and the  perfect breasts  

sara a9: steps to the bars and continues the little up and down movement 

Kelleen: they ar eperfect smiles 

websterace3: dam Pal is messing me up 

sara a9: steps back, drops to the knees and leans back...giving the full view for the first 

time 

sara a9: drops a hand in front of me, pretends to blush, then slides the hand a little right, 

then left to tease 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh yes ,lovely 

D r a z:   growlsssssssssss  as  we see the wet pink  

sara a9: leans back, legs wide as the hips continue the roll, the glistening I can feel and 

the heat of the lights on my now very wet mound 

sara a9: pauses.....spins around and smiles.... 

Alert: An admin joined the room: Gabriela92 

D r a z:  watches  the  spin 

websterace3: claps 

D r a z: hugs hi gabri ,,,,,,,,,,, sara in the cage  

sara a9: stands, grabs the panty for a tease of barely covering me as I finish 

D r a z:  woo hoooooooooooooooo 

Kelleen: smiles standng clapping  

D r a z: bRAVO    sara ,,,,,,,,,,,great tease  

websterace3: very good Sara 



sara a9: smiles...lets the panty  drop for the sake of the audience one more time 

websterace3: cheerssssssssssss 

sara a9: picks up the skirt and holds it over me...smiles.... 

D r a z: smiles as i hold the cage door open an  hold open a LAB robe  

sara a9: grabs the rest of the clothing and steps from the cage and steps away to freshen 

up and to dress 

D r a z: smiles watching sara  step away  

Kelleen: now that is how you dance i smile  

Gabriela92: wow... was totally frozen for about two minutes, but Sara's dance finished 

wonderfully, from what I could see. 

sara a9: opens the changing room door and hangs up the robe on the outside hook 

sara a9: steps out, a bit more composed and a bit more dressed than when leaving the 

cage 

danno_: very nice sara, wow 

Kelleen: huggles Sara that was amazing  

D r a z: welcome  back sara   

websterace3: watches Sara return 

sara a9: thank you, fun as usual in the cage 

D r a z:   pours a double seagram seven crown and adds equal amount of seven up ,,, and 

slides it over  to  sara  .........winks 

sara a9: thank you Draz 

sara a9: takes a big sip 

D r a z: mmm my pleasure such a hot dance  
Kelleen: well earned smiles 

 

taquisha barnes 

taquisha barnes: catches the tune and steps to a stage, climbs on the small platform and 

reaches for the pole, starts a bit of a sway 

taquisha barnes: contines with a very slow rock of my hips and a toss of the hair 

pvclucygirl: watches taq take the stage 

D r a z: smiles weatching  the sway of those hips to  the bluesy tune  

touchdown366: moves closer to the stage 

taquisha barnes: lowers and sways while raising very slowly 

taquisha barnes: runs a hand up the leg and pauses as the tune ends.....and stays put for 

now 

touchdown366: as her hips moves watching her sway slowly 

paveduck: lets out a low, appreciative whistle as i watch Taquisha on the stage 

taquisha barnes: a slow dip and even slower sway as the tune becomes a bit more 

mellow and deliberate 

paveduck: evening web 

D r a z: watches  the  sweet  slim body  ........ move in time with the blues  

touchdown366: mmmmmm loves how she dips 



taquisha barnes: steps one foot in front of the other and rocks the hips, then spins and 

continues the slow sway 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches her sways 

taquisha barnes: spins again and holds the pole and sways  and dips, nearly touching the 

butt on the platform before raising 

paveduck: makes sure i'm far enough from the edge of the stage to not be tempted to 

violate the no-touching rule 

D r a z:        smiles as the dress  rises   abnd falls on the thighs  

taquisha barnes: gives Duck a wink and a lick of the glossed lips and smiles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: I usually just sit on my hands 

taquisha barnes: continues with the slow steps and rock of the hips, moves the hands on 

my body as my head falls back 

taquisha barnes: another little dip and a snap of the hips, gives the crowd a bit of a 

naughty smile while a hand runs on a leg and moves higher 

D r a z:     grins to see the provocative smile  

taquisha barnes: backs to the pole and reaches and holds while the sways and dips 

continue, working the hem of the dress much higher 

pvclucygirl: sipping my bubbles, watching the sultry dancing 

paveduck: watches the hem line slowly creep up those smooth, silky legs 

taquisha barnes: spins to face the pole and drapes a leg around it, glides very slowly on 

the pole 

D r a z:    leans forward  to get a bettr look   

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks over at Lucy and smiles 

touchdown366: watches as her leg drapes the pole 

taquisha barnes: extends the leg and points the foot toward the bar, a hand runs up and 

down my leg 

taquisha barnes: spins and steps from the pole and sways again, runs the hands up and 

down my hips 

taquisha barnes: a little shrug of the shoulders, a little roll of my head 

taquisha barnes: both hands run up my body, down again as I spin and lean to give the 

ass more than a roll 

paveduck: keep that up and i'm going to fall in lust 

paveduck: who am i kidding?  i already have! 

touchdown366: way too late duck 

D r a z:    grins to watch  the seductive rolls of the hips ,,,so much promise  

taquisha barnes: runs the hand on the butt, gives a little slap and stands, spins and backs 

to the pole, hands on the hem of the dress .....and it is slowly worked up my legs 

taquisha barnes: sways while backed to the pole, the hem keeps crawling higher up my 

legs 

taquisha barnes: turns a little, tugs and gives a bit of a peek of a leopard print lace 

covering me 

D r a z:   smiles at the peek  

paveduck: Always thought she was a lil "cat" 



taquisha barnes: turns the other way, smiles and holds the hem in place....continues the 

little sways 

touchdown366: loving how she graces the stage 

taquisha barnes: winks at Duck and continues the sway and roll 

taquisha barnes: keeps the hem in place bunched up as the tune ends 

pvclucygirl: eyes glues to the amazing dancing, such toned legs, the dress riding up 

D r a z: smiles  to   see the  sway  and the full view   

taquisha barnes: turns toward the wall, hands on the pole as I pull the dress up higher, 

continue to show a bit more of the butt as I keep moving and swaying 

taquisha barnes: rolls and rocks the hips while holding the pole....then one hand runs up 

the right side 

taquisha barnes: looks back over the shoulder, turns to the pole and presses to it and lets 

the front of my body glide upon the pole 

D r a z: grins seeing the hot butt sway    and the gentle caress of the hand  

taquisha barnes: and then a not very timid rock to the pole and grind to it while my head 

falls back 

D r a z:  grins to see  the pole part  the thighs  

taquisha barnes: continues the rock against the pole, both hands holding above my head 

paveduck: tries zen and sees if he can be one with the pole  

taquisha barnes: another deliberate slow grind of my hips to the pole, head falls back in 

mock arousal.....(well sort of) 

pvclucygirl: giggles at duck 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol 

D r a z: growls  watching  the hot bodygrind  to  the heavy beat  

taquisha barnes: spins and reaches above to hold the  pole and grinds my ass to it 

touchdown366: eyes are trying to keep up with her 

taquisha barnes: looks out, another not so timid lick of the glossed lips and a hand runs 

down my body and slightly between my legs 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods:  

paveduck: winks to lucy as she giggle ... hey, a duck can always wish, can't he? 

taquisha barnes: puckers the lips...and continues the grind....places an index finger in my 

mouth and slowly moves it in and out while continuing the grind 

D r a z: winks at taquisha  as she rocks ourworld  

taquisha barnes: drops the head, works the finger in and out and sucks a bit upon it 

taquisha barnes: pulls it out, flicks my tongue at the finger tip and then circles on it 

taquisha barnes: takes it back and works it further and sucks away, then draws it as I 

flick the tongue again at the tip 

taquisha barnes: licks at the finger tip and turns again to sway and to grind to the 

pole.....and pauses.....as the tune ends 

taquisha barnes: starts again a bit more snap to the hips as the beat picks up 

D r a z: smiles   seeing   the very delibertae  hard  tease  

taquisha barnes: tosses the hair and snaps the head each way, then the hips follow suit 

D r a z: goes round closing  mouths  



taquisha barnes: moves to the pole, faces the audience and wraps the leg around, pulls 

the dress up to fully show the leopard print lace 

taquisha barnes: sways again, grinds and mock humps the pole 

pvclucygirl: almost chips my champagne glass as i bite down 

taquisha barnes: dips and slowly raises, smiles and brings a hand up my body 

taquisha barnes: steps around the pole, rests against it and slowly lowers as the legs 

spread, the dress pulled fully up to my body 

D r a z: watches  the fingers trace  the curves  

taquisha barnes: gives a mock thrust of the hips, then a roll of the hips 

taquisha barnes: another series of thrusts, head falls back as the erotic look crosses my 

face and a hand cups a breast 

D r a z: those hips speak of delights  

taquisha barnes: the slow roll of the hips continues while the hand glides and cups and 

squeezes on my body 

D r a z: watching  the sweet passion of  thedancer  

taquisha barnes: stands and spins, pulls the dress up over the ass and gives a sway and 

then a little tease of a wiggle 

D r a z: grinsas thecurve of thecheeks   comes in view  

taquisha barnes: looks again over the shoulder, grabs the pole and sways hard, rocks 

each way and dips and slowly raises 

taquisha barnes: leans over , gives the ass a smack and rubs.....smacks again and stands 

and grins....hooks a leg on the pole and finishes with a series of grinds on the pole 

paveduck: oh my 

D r a z:   grins to see  the   griniding    hips      

taquisha barnes: sways as well, a hand moving on the leg, on my body, moving again to 

the pole and up and down on it 

websterace3: whistles 

pvclucygirl: puts down my glass before i injure myself 

taquisha barnes: the hair goes flying, the hips swaying alittle more....and then pausing , 

looks down and looks up and smiles 

touchdown366: good plan lucy 

paveduck: I wonder if we should get lucy a teething ring 

taquisha barnes: steps to the front of the stage, lowers and rests the legs on the stage 

and starts a sway of my body 

D r a z: catches   that  lok in taquishas  eyes  

taquisha barnes: the head nods as the body continues the sway, hand running up and 

again pulling the dress even higher 

paveduck: very tempted to touch.  Sits on my hands to ensure following the rules 

taquisha barnes: sways again and pulls the dress a bit higher.... 

taquisha barnes: shakes the head no and smiles...tugs it down a bit 

websterace3: sits in my booth watching 

D r a z: enjoys the  view  as the dress rises   

websterace3: great thighs 



taquisha barnes: stands and slowly steps to the pole, making sure to show more than a 

bit of butt 

pvclucygirl: would it be shaped like a ball duck? 

taquisha barnes: holds the pole and sways with the tune, a little dip and snap of the hips 

as I hold the pole 

websterace3: very lovely 

D r a z: smiles to see thefirm buttt  shine  in thespots   

taquisha barnes: spins and rests against it, hands on the dress as I pull it higher again, 

continue  the sway and fully display the leopard print 

taquisha barnes: spins and leaves the dress bunched up, glides the hand up and down my 

rounded ass 

taquisha barnes: gives it smack.... 

paveduck: definitely, lucy <wink> 

taquisha barnes: and then another 

taquisha barnes: in time with the down beat of the song 

websterace3: woooooo hoooooooo 

taquisha barnes: rubs a little and then grabs the pole and rocks the hips off 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyy 

taquisha barnes: turns to the side and hooks the leg and pauses......grinds again, a hand 

slowly works under the dress....my head falls back 

taquisha barnes: the mouth opens as if a moan comes out 

touchdown366: hello rather 

taquisha barnes: continues with one last series of sways.....and holds.... 

ratherbe: hey td  

websterace3: almost fell off my chair looking at that move 

taquisha barnes: steps to the stage and bows.... 

websterace3: clapps 

touchdown366: appluads 

websterace3: very good 

taquisha barnes: smiles, bows again 

D r a z: woo  hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,  BRAVO  Taquisha   

taquisha barnes: thank you 

D r a z:    APPLAUDSLOUDLY  

taquisha barnes: pulls the dress down..... a bit.....and steps from the stage 

websterace3: cheersssss 

pvclucygirl: wow, fantastic taq, smiles, finishes applauding and brings her wine glass over to her 

D r a z:    smiles watching the slow seductive walk  

taquisha barnes: thank you Lucy.....offers a kiss to the cheek 

taquisha barnes: spins once more...one last not so timid roll of the hips, then sits 

paveduck: claps wildly .... wow! 

D r a z: smiles at  the sexy girls  

websterace3: catches my breath 

taquisha barnes: catches my breath for a moment as well 

paveduck: breath?  oh yes!  I can breathe again now 



websterace3: walks to the bar hands Draz a hundred drinks for the two ladies if they 

want ones 

paveduck: evening rather 

D r a z: smiles and  puts the oxygen  close by   

taquisha barnes: I think Webster needs it first 

pvclucygirl: giggles 

websterace3: no I am good ty i just enjoyed the show  

taquisha barnes: * thinks about the nurse outfit but that would only complicate matters * 

D r a z: laffs# 

D r a z:  you bet 

 

 

Lauren C 

Lauren C: Slipping off my chair at the bar, going to change 

D r a z: laurens out fit  today is >>>>   

http://supermodelboutique.com/Catalog.asp?PC=DG-

9375&Size=&Sale=&SLStock=&SLPrice=&SLBrand=  

Lauren C: Taking a step out of the room walking past everyone  

Lauren C: Giving kisses on cheeks 

D r a z: smiles watching lauren and feeling  the soft kiss  

D r a z: watches her head to  the stage  

Lauren C: Hips swaying hair moving as i walk to a cage 

D r a z: smiles as   i open the cage door 

paveduck: Wow! Lauren! 

Lauren C: Kisses Dras, legs stepping up slowly 

D r a z: winks and helps lauren up  to the cage  

Lauren C: Back to the door hands over my head holding a bar swaying right and left 

D r a z: smiling wartching   those hips   as laurebn sways  

Lauren C: Hearing the door close, turning fast, eyes scanning the room as my hands go 

through my hair  

D r a z: watches the breasts  rise and fall as the hands go  up 

Lauren C: The dress tight on my body moving like skin as my legs hips and butt move 

about  

paveduck: watches the hips sway, the movement of her body 

Lauren C: One hand on my hip, the other in my hair walking around the cage glancing out 

with wide excited eyes 

D r a z:  watching    the  hips ,,, the eyes on fire as the beat takes hold ofher  

Lauren C: Breasts bouncing as i walk in the super tight dressm stepping to the beat  

D r a z: stomps  my  feet .....  to the beat  ....   watching those hips   

paveduck: watches her hair move as her hand runs through it, then her bouncing up and 

down to the beat 



Lauren C: Taking bars on my hands shaking my head, hair and hips to the beat like it 

controls me 

D r a z: grins  to see how  the dress just about  contains her 

paveduck: her hair flies, but i notice the bouncing breasts even more and whistle 

appreciatively 

Lauren C: Arching like a snake to the bar licking my lips, excitemtn showing in my body 

and nipples through the dress 

paveduck: can see the nipples even from here ... mmmm. 

D r a z: smiles seeing how the music and the dress are exciting   

Lauren C: Hips swaying the fingers of my right hand playing with the one shoulder strap 

of the dress. sliding it up and down eyes making contact with everyone one at a time  

D r a z:   smiles as i try to lift my eyes  to hers    

D r a z:  lifts gregs   head up so he cansee 

paveduck: she seems to look right into my soul as she makes eye contact 

Lauren C: Smiles, blinking my eyes, my finger pointing, they are up here fellas 

D r a z:  watches as    laurend  points to  the  big  breasts and hard nipples  

Lauren C: Reaching to an over head bar, grapsing it as i sping swaying around my arm in 

the chage in 360 turn after turn 

paveduck: upwhere?  grins as he looks at the eyes, then back to her bouncing chest 

D r a z: grins  to see  the  spins    

Lauren C: Turning my back to the room, looking over my shouler licking my lips in a long 

slow motion as my finger slide the strap down and my left arm lifts the top of the dress 

just barly over my breasts  

Lauren C: Turning showing the dress as my breasts all but strain to get out  

paveduck: continues to enjoy the view.  She's simply amazing 

D r a z: my eyes craessing every inch of    lauren    as  she   teases with her     moves  

Lauren C: Smiles looking at everyone feeling the energy the conection with you all, as my 

hands start at my thighs moving slowly up the metalic dress then cupping my breast 

through the dress 

D r a z:   smiles seeing  thebreasts pillowing over  the dress 

Lauren C: Smiles shaking them up and down to the beat swaying my hips 

D r a z:  growlsssssssssss to see the  provocative   stance    

Lauren C: Then like unwrapping a gift, my finger grip under the dress and pull it down my 

breasts exposed nipple hard 

paveduck: would so love to help her with that cupping action.   

paveduck: Any chance of keeping eye contact with her just disappeared 

D r a z: growlssssseeing the hard  niplles     .. knowing howexciteshe is     

Lauren C: Hands back to my hair bouncing swaying to the beat the top of the dress 

haning as the energy and music flow through me  

D r a z:  grins to watch  the  breasts  bounce     

paveduck: I think she's creating the energy 

D r a z: those hips    swinging  hard    as   the beatinvades  her   

Lauren C: Push my large girls over a bar then sliding up and down it sliding in my clevage 

as my tongue traces on the cold steel 



paveduck: mmmm if there's a way to keep my interest, that will be it 

D r a z:  growlsssssssssssswatching     the hot tongue  ....   andthebouncingbreasts  

Lauren C: The hard stiff pole sliding between my breasts as i squize them around it move 

up and down 

paveduck: lucky cage pole 

D r a z:   smiles seeing the    big breasts   side up anddown  thebar  

Lauren C: Roling back doing a hand stand my feet wraping around the pole the dress 

slide exposing my thighs as graverty does its thing 

D r a z:  growlsseeing thecreamy thighs and  the  tops   against  the     pole 

paveduck: thank goodness for mr newton! 

Lauren C: Flipping back to my feet smile at the boys, swaying my hips as my fingers start 

pulling the top of the dress down more and more,  

D r a z:  smiles  seeing  the dress drop away  

Lauren C: Tummy exposed, belly botton hips as the question is answered there are no 

panties under the dress as it leave it just covering my mound as as a teas swaying my 

hips  

D r a z:  growelsssssssssssssssssssss  as laurens full figure   shows 

paveduck: oh, you tease! 

Lauren C: Tilting my head pretending to be confused my eyes asking is there something 

you want, then licking my lips 

D r a z:  grins andnodsmy head upanddown   

paveduck: oh, i'm sure we both want it all 

D r a z:    smiles  as my eyesremain gklures to  thetopof  the dress  

Lauren C: Turning my back moving fast hair flying ass shaking as it happens, the dress 

drops over my thighs calves and i step out of it in only my heels 

paveduck:  

Lauren C: Looking over my shoulder my little butt on display reaching back giving eacch 

cheek a slap and rolling my hips 

D r a z:  grins  to see thefull   body nked aslauren      riocks  to the beat ,,,, we are crazy  

for  it 

D r a z: grtining to setheredhand print on each cheek   

Lauren C: Moveing the the back of the cage holding it shaking my ass for the boy 

Lauren C: s 

paveduck: Dances just don't get any better than this 

D r a z:  grins  watching  theshaking butt  to  the beat    

Lauren C: My right hand slides down between my legs I turn struting to the front of the 

cage covering my muff looking seeing the hunger in the boys eyes 

D r a z:   catchesglimpses  betweeen thefi gers..  myeyes burning into  herflesh  

Lauren C: Arching my head back hair hanging behind me my hand slides up my body 

exposing my pussy, with a tuft of hair above my clit as the hand slides over my tummy 

and breasts  

D r a z: smiles watching the hands  as  lauren    moves  to the beat ,,,,,,the excitement 

growing  



paveduck: <<waves an absent minded hello to TT while continuing to take in Lauren's 

incredibly sexy dance 

Lauren C: Lowering to my knees legs spread reaching back grapsing my heels arching my 

naked form out moving up and down to he beat hard fast sweat on my body 

D r a z:   watches  the  hips  beat up and down    to  the rock  

Lauren C: Eyes close face flushed riding the floor of the cage  

D r a z:   grining to watch   the heat in lauren as she  bumps  her hips up and down  

paveduck: the heat in lauren?  the way she's dancing puts me in heat! 

Lauren C: One hand reaching cupping a breast leaning my tongue so ever close to a 

nipple as the tongue flicks in the air  

D r a z: smiles to see the erect hard niple     straining to  the tongue     

D r a z:  my eyes bathing  her body in hot  looks as they travel up and down her bouncing 

form   

paveduck: TT's gone ... seems like only the real men can handle Lauren dancint 

Lauren C: Arching my head back then rolling it to the other side cupping that breast 

doing the same fainting i am licking the nipple 

paveduck: dancing 

D r a z:  smiling aswewatch  lauren    bounce  to  thebeat  her bodyon fire    

Lauren C: My hips still bouncing as if riding the floor of the cage even letting moans come 

from me lips 

D r a z: growls  watching the  the spread thighs bouncing up and down  

paveduck: is almost hypnotized by her bouncing and swaying 

Lauren C: Moving back to my feet, and going back the the cage bar that had been 

between my breast before 

paveduck: I am so jealous of that bar 

Lauren C: Placing it between then again my right leg hooked around it as i slide up and 

down the bar it runnign the entire lenth of my naked body 

D r a z:  smiles watching as the pole strokes up overherbody   

Lauren C: Leaving the bar strutting around the cage, body shaking hair flying to the beat 

paveduck: shake that booty! 

D r a z:   grins  to see  that shaking body   

Lauren C: Working my way the the middle of the cage as drop to my knees again leaning 

back on one arm spreading my knees arching my hips to the beat 

Lauren C: Cupping my right breast licking my nipple eyes locked to the boys 

D r a z:   my  eyes drawn along the  inside of  thighs     

paveduck: eyes drawn to the licked nipple 

D r a z:     eyes roaming  up  tomet  her eyes..seeing the fire in  them  # 

Lauren C: Moving to the beat my hand moves to the other breast as I lick 

paveduck: they look so tastey 

D r a z: smiles   seeing  the    nipples react to the hot licking  

Lauren C: Moving then standing again cupping them both shaking then rolling my hips 

D r a z:    grins  to see the wiggling hips and jiggling breasts  

paveduck: who needs adhd when she so effectively moves my attention from one body 

part to another? 



Lauren C: Then turning around bending at the waist they girls hang rolling my lil butt 

around  

D r a z: the breasts  hanging under her swaying as the hips  shake  

Lauren C: Reaching back giving a couple last slaps as the song ends and i gather my dress 

smiling  

paveduck: claps wildly 

Lauren C: Holding it up infront of me walking to the cage door  

D r a z: opens the cage door 

Lauren C: Stepping out smiles at Draz 

D r a z:   holds open a LAB  fluffy robe  

paveduck: Draz, I'll pay for Lauren's next drink 

D r a z:     wraps the rob earound  lauren and ties the belt       

Lauren C: SMiles slipping into the robe tieing it walking to the bar taking a seat 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling water...  pours into 

a shaker with with some ground ice.. shakes vigorously .......strains  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to Lauren *winks 

D r a z: applauds   Lauren  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,such a hot dance 

Lauren C: Smiles taking it and a big drink, smiles kisses duckie on the cheek for the 

claping 

paveduck: <<definitely over pays for the water 

paveduck: You were phenomenal, lauren! 

D r a z:  Bravo Lauren .................  such  a great  dance  

Lauren C: Thank you, I was a little scared 

Lauren C: Holding the glass to my cheek, cooling off 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  reddened  cheeks   

camilla tressel: Hello Duck 

D r a z:  hi camilla   ,,,,,,evening  

camilla tressel: Hello Draz 

paveduck: no need to have been scared lauren.  you did great! 

Lauren C: I did my first dance Camilla, and had a very great and respectful audience 

camilla tressel: Good for you and congratulations ! 

D r a z: camilla^ 

Lauren C: Thank you Duckie 

Lauren C: Thank you Camilla 

camilla tressel: You are welcome 

Lauren C: Putting my empty glass on the bar, wow I worked up a thirst there  

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling water...  pours into 

a shaker with with some ground ice.. shakes vigorously .......strains  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to Lauren *winks 

 

 

 



Dirtyprgirl 

dirtyrpgirl: dances down the steps.......making exaggerated steps as my feet shuffle, 

down,step to step.....hopping on the floor as i dance around the guys........ 

 

greygriffin20: *grins as rp joins us* 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands touching shoulders.....chests....ruffling hair,as i move about the 

room 

RocketManFL: wathces as she works the room 

mayhem_greg: Takes hes beer sips it and watches the beautiful dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: grins over to draz......havent done lap dances in quite some time huh?...winks 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping in front of gg......................pushing his feet out apart as i stpe in 

between his open legs...................... 

greygriffin20: *looks up at rp biteing my bottom lip as she pushes my legs apart* 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty turn on her lap dance 

mayhem_greg: walks over to a chair sits down begins drinkin his beer watching enjoying 

the show 

dirtyrpgirl: turning,my back facing gg.......letting my hands slide down my long,bare 

legs....arching foward....letting the back of my jean skirt ride up over my hiney 

danno_: i think i will need one of those beers too draz ... better to be seen drinking than drooling 

dirtyrpgirl: as my hair hangs in my face......shaking my booty to the beat................the 

satin top,sliding down my back some as i dance for gg 

greygriffin20: *holds the the arms of my seat so i dont slip and touch*hehe 

dirtyrpgirl: looking from between my legs,giving gg a wink...................then...putting my 

hands on his knee's......pushing my hiney back towards him.............touching his chest as i 

dance 

D r a z:  pours an ice cold beer and slides it over to danno 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune fades, i fall back into his lap...kissing his cheek from over my 

shoulder 

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip harder as i watch intently and enjoy the feeling of her 

body against mine* 

greygriffin20: woohoo thanks hehe 

dirtyrpgirl: sngs....give me one reason to stay here...........................and i'll rock your 

world.....giggles as i put my bare feet up onto his knee's....grinding my butt to his 

crotch.................. 

danno_: ty draz, passes him the money for the beer 

RocketManFL: oh wow so hot watching dirty 

D r a z: grins watching gg  struggle to stay still 

dirtyrpgirl: the hem of my skirt,riding up over my thighs......showing the red satin 

panties, as i arch my body back......restng my head on gg's shoulder...thrusting my hips in 

a seductive style 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to rocker,as he see's the outlne of my cooter,through the tight panties 

greygriffin20: coughs* it is getting difficult to not do something i shouldnt 

RocketManFL: mmm winks back licks lips subconscienously 



dirtyrpgirl: slidng down gg's lap now....turning,with my knee's on the floor....my hands on 

his thighs, tossing my hair into his crotch as my breasts rub to his left leg 

D r a z: smiles watching the hiney shake  

RocketManFL: oy myyyyyyyy what a view, crosses legs ot hid effects 

greygriffin20: well i least shes letting me cool down a little hehe 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my body lift on my knee's as it closely follows up gg's body.......kissing 

him deeply,as i start to stand, ass showing from under the skirt as i rock my hiney...biting 

his lower lip as i whisper....hope you enjoyed the lap dance baby 

greygriffin20: i promise i did.....will make for sweet dreams tonights lol 

D r a z: woo hoo  dirty 

greygriffin20: thanks    

D r a z:  stands and applauds   

greygriffin20: would stand but its not proper 

D r a z:  perfect  dirty 

danno_: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: turns,facing rocker now.............................droppping to my hands and 

knee's........................moving,cat like.....swaying my hair as my head moves side to 

side........moving closer,and closer to rocker 

RocketManFL: smiles clapping for dirty 

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over my shoulder......winks to gg,as i inch to rocker 

greygriffin20: *winks back* 

RocketManFL: smiles gorws as dirty approaches 

greygriffin20: thank goodness i cant whisper her or i may have said things i shouldnt 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to rocker, as my tits sway ,dangling in the satin top 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles gg....... 

RocketManFL: see a view down dorty's top as her perky breast hang and sway in the silky 

material 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune ends....i put my hands on rockers knee's........kneeling at his 

feet........................ 

RocketManFL: looks down smiling at you 

dirtyrpgirl: and as this tune starts............arching my body,letting my hair fling into 

rockers lap as i shake my head to the beat.....my hands moving up your thigh 

mayhem_greg: slouches down in his seat watching sipping his beer 

D r a z: watches  the hands  

RocketManFL: sits on mine to prevenmt any accidental rule violations 

mayhem_greg: the brim of my heat tilted down so my eyes are barely visible 

mayhem_greg: hat* 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling up to rocker as i move my shoulder....letting my tits move to the 

beat.........pressing them to your jeans,letting you feel them 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmm winks at dirty as she teases me knowing full well what she 

is doing 

D r a z: smiles  watching  dirty tease without mercy  



RocketManFL: bites bottom lip, pushing my hanmds furtehr under my thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my fingers into 2 beltloops on his pants...............as my crotch moves 

to rub to your right leg......bouncng up and down as i ride your leg 

RocketManFL: i feel dorty's heat on my kleg smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: then.................stands as the next song starts............................dropping to my 

knee's in his chair...................straddling his lap, my hands on his shoulders 

RocketManFL: hands naturally go to your hips to steady you toso that you dont slip and 

fall 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i lean my breasts to your face........a reverse motorboat going on, as 

i let the girls dance to your face 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmm drinks in your aroma 

dirtyrpgirl: my skirt,high above my hips, completely exposing my panties as my hiney 

shakes to the beat 

RocketManFL: sees camel toe form the smooth material being trapped 

D r a z: smiles seeing the shaking hiney  an pants  

dirtyrpgirl: dropping down.....letting the front of my panties graze your crotch 

danno_: sipping my beer as i watch 

RocketManFL: a lumpy one at that 

RocketManFL: perfect tune!! 

RocketManFL: smiles at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back.....further and further......................my hands move to the 

bottom of the red satin teeshirt,as i lean back all the way.........the base of my breasts 

exposing to him as my skirt rides up higher and higher....showing rocker,how excited i 

get as i give guys lap dances...........my lips starting to protrude from my moist panties 

RocketManFL: oh my i have a prefect view of her hotness 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips,rockng my crotch to yours,fully dressed ,but feeling so sexy 

RocketManFL: mmm so excoting 

dirtyrpgirl: cupping my breasts as my hair falls to your feet 

RocketManFL: your hiar tickles the bare skin 

RocketManFL: im gonna keep on smiling for sure 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune ends....kicking my legs out from under me...holding your legs as i 

flip over.....landing on my feet, my skirt above my tummy, bare breasts almosr revealing 

themselves......i stand and look around the room....shaking my hiney as the skirt and top 

falls back into place 

RocketManFL: claps woooohoooooo dirty!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over to danno.................my hips sway to some wet willie 

greygriffin20:   woohoo 

RocketManFL: wowza amazing 

danno_: looks over to the sexy dancer 

RocketManFL: you wont be the same danoo trust me, daaaauuuum 

D r a z:   smiles watching dirty choose her next victim ( ermmm target)  



dirtyrpgirl: putting my right hand to the back of my neck....flipping my hair out,and over 

my face..................dancing over to danno...stopping to do a little shimmie.............my 

hands on my wide open knees.....smiling to him as he see's the front of my moist panties 

dirtyrpgirl: lol draz 

dirtyrpgirl: my panty covered ass hanging from the back of my skirt,moving as the tune 

ends 

danno_: seeing how much dirty enjoys her dancing, watching the hem of her short skirt as it rides 

up and down against that cute tush 

dirtyrpgirl: as the next tune starts........walking to danno,letting my right foot,snap over 

the left as i walk like a runway model to him..................stopping just in front of 

him..................bending down and pops the buttons from his shirt 

D r a z: smiles watching dirty  

danno_: smiling as i watch dg strut, feeling her pop the buttons open on my shirt 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning toward danno......my hands on his shoulders,letting my tongue roll 

over his skin....teasing his nipples as i step between his open legs.......sitting on his left 

leg.....rocking back and forth 

greygriffin20: hey draz can i get an ice tea and a couple of bottles of water.... watching rp 

is thirsty work 

dirtyrpgirl: as this tune starts...........................jumping up and dancing between dannos' 

legs 

danno_: biting my lips as i feel her tounge flick against my nipples 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands behind my neck as i snap my hips left to right....letting my tits sway 

as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhoooooooooooooooooooooooo 

D r a z: wink welcome sara ,,,tills the bills  

danno_: looking up into her eyes as she dances 

dirtyrpgirl: as the tune keeps going, i sway my hips, dropping down.........legs wide open 

,showing him my panties as i rub my breasts over the top,in front of him 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

danno_: eyes darting around, not sure where to look, everything about dg so sexy 

dirtyrpgirl: grins at danno.......standing up....lifting the bottom of my teeshirt and pushing 

my bare breasts to his face ,as i pull the top over his head....laughing as i 

shriek...personla view!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya mikey!!!!...blows ya a kiss as i do a lap dance for danno 

greygriffin20:    congrats danno 

danno_: wooo hooo, feeling my face mashed against her perky breasts as her tshirt pulls me in tight 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back, the top,rolling over his head.....arching my back...shaking my 

tits at you........as i sit in your lap.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing the remote from my back pocket.......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: changing the tune.............. 

greygriffin20: lol 

danno_: holding dg's tight tush (for steadying and safety purposes only) as she sits in my lap 

D r a z: points to sign  ,,,,,,,, no hands ,,, laffs nice try  



dirtyrpgirl: jumping up, standing barefoot n your chair.....looking down at you...dancing 

to this tune..........liftng the hem of my skirt,,,,shaking and thrusting my wet crotch to 

you,to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: lol draz 

dirtyrpgirl: everybody,wants me steady tonite huh!!!!!.....lol 

danno_: dammit draz, dont you have the books to cook or something, mr eagle eye 

greygriffin20: in more ways than one 

greygriffin20: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: to hush danno up....i lean my panty covered crotch to his face 

dirtyrpgirl: grinding to him as i sing out............TALK DIRTY TO ME!!!!!! 

danno_: my protests muffled against the dampness of those panties, my dirty words buzzing her 

through the thin material 

dirtyrpgirl: hot damn!!!!!....jumps backwards as i feel hm working the alphabet...landing 

on my feet...looking around the room 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over to greg..................your turn? 

pmike32: heya dirty ya little minx ya 

danno_: jeez, i was only up to L 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as i hear them words from mikey...........doing a little stutter step dance 

to this tune 

D r a z:  woo hoo greg  hope  you paying attention 

dirtyrpgirl: stands arms crossed....foot tapping the floor,shaking my hiney as i look to 

greg 

D r a z:  looks like hes on walk about  

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs............and dances over to mickey 

mayhem_greg: smiles and watches dirty 

greygriffin20: i think greg is about to miss out ...feels kinda bad for him 

D r a z:     ok we roused him  

dirtyrpgirl: stepping in betwen mikey's legs......my arms over my head.........as i shake my 

hiney,snapping my hips and clap to the beat with my hands 

pmike32: well hello there 

dirtyrpgirl: well hiya!!!!!.........................dancing with a disco move......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around and letting my body move to the tune 

D r a z:  smiles    watching dirty shake her booty   

pmike32: *slips a 20 into her shorts* 

dirtyrpgirl: shoulders moving,breasts jiggling in the top......as i let mybackside face 

you.........slowly gyrating my butt 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to gg as i give mikey a lapdance 

greygriffin20:    

dirtyrpgirl: stepping back into mikey's body........letting my hiney move closer and closer 

to his tummy 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my hands to the floor...kicking my feet up to mikey's 

shoulders......................scissoring my long legs open as the tune 



changes...................feeling the back of my panties cling into my buttcrack....wiggling my 

bare asscheeks to him 

dirtyrpgirl: as my bare feet hold tight to mikey's shoulders...i start to make seductive 

bounces,feeling my wet crotch tap to his chest and tummy 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair in my face as i stay inverted.................lifting my arms from the 

floor.......pushing the wet crotch of my panties closer to his face 

dirtyrpgirl: kicks my feet and flips over........squating in front of mikey....feeling the skirt 

ride up over my hineycheeks...waggling my finger to him....no,no,no...touching....laughs 

D r a z:  winks at dirty  

mayhem_greg: watches from his chair 

dirtyrpgirl: winking back to draz...my body covered n persperation..............bending 

down,tossing my hair back as i stand back up..................and with my ass 

sasheying....walks to the bar 

greygriffin20: ill buy your first round of whatever your drinking rp 

D r a z: woo  hoo dirty ...........  

dirtyrpgirl: turning to the guys in the room....does a little curtsey........whew!!!!! 

greygriffin20:    

pmike32: thanksfor the dance ya little minx 

D r a z:    perfect,,,,,,,BRAVO   

greygriffin20: thank you rp 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...your very welcum mikey 

dirtyrpgirl: takes a bow and thanks draz....blowing kisses to everyone 

D r a z:   some people are dumb struck it seems 

danno_: applauds, amazing dancing dirty 

greygriffin20: i can understand why 

dirtyrpgirl: ty gg......smiles 

D r a z: catches  my share ofkisses  

dirtyrpgirl: ty danno....smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: sorry greg....but that was a little to long of a pause.....maybe next 

time....smles 

mayhem_greg: its fine  

dirtyrpgirl: oooooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhooooooooooooooooooooooo.................whats 

love got ta do with it 

dirtyrpgirl: thankya greg....smiles,turning to take a long sp of ice cold water 

mayhem_greg: yw 

D r a z: smiles  using a towel to fan dirty ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,so hot  

dirtyrpgirl: moving the cold bottle of water over the back of my neck  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles....thankya draz!!!!!...whew...feels good too!! 

danno_: watching the beads of condensation run down dirty's smooth flawless skin 

dirtyrpgirl: sara ,and fille...must be going for the marathon!!!! 

greygriffin20: jealous? 

greygriffin20: lol 



dirtyrpgirl: looking to the mirror behind the bar....seeing the red satin top,wet and my 

breasts showing an outline 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my 

dirtyrpgirl: nahhhhhhhhhhhh...lol 

greygriffin20: oh my indeed 

dirtyrpgirl: had a blast entertaining you guys 

greygriffin20: we had a blast with you entertaining us 

dirtyrpgirl: awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww...thankya sweety......smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: always good ta know,it wasnt wasted time.....smiles 

 

 

Dirt , Scarlett and andrea  

scarlett2angel: smiles at the room as i stand still till the music starts 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my booty some more as i arch my backand let my hair fly out 

scarlett2angel: winks spins around as my bra almost holds my tits in nicely ..smiles and 

snaps my fingers as my lover plays the blues 

scarlett2angel: hops up onto the end of the bar ......rocks my head side to side while my 

toes move to the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: as the music fills my soul...i shimmey down...my knee's open and panties 

showing as i squat and shake my shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: i say the bluesssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss...makes me feel so 

good....................... 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head and snaps my fingers as i watch dirtys hips move and smh  

touchdown366: think its something else making you feel good dg looka at scarlett and 

andrea 

dirtyrpgirl: using my left hand to hold me up as i lean back..my right hand at my inner 

thigh,lifing my skirt higher.....humping the air, as my panties show more 

scarlett2angel: there should be a rule about naughty hips like that 

andrea_33: eyes riveted on dg, and her erotic dance 

D r a z:  no where else does it our way  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...i think there is!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Yes, Scarlet, more more. 

dirtyrpgirl: as my nipples poke from the cotton tanktop i rub my crotch 

touchdown366: Draz you might need to build a bigger naughty box if this keeps up 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Round of applause. 

scarlett2angel: slips in behind andrea nips her right ear ..smiles at dirty and hopes i get 

away with more 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps as the song changes......stand still , my arms at my sides.............my 

hair in my face as my chin touches my chest 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hips snap to the left...then the right...my panty clad ass showing 

from under the short skirt 



scarlett2angel: rocks my hips nice and slow left and right while my fingertips caress 

andreas swaying hips  

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the barrel house roll...making my body move seductively 

dirtyrpgirl: arching my body back..playing a mean airguitar....my breasts cling to the 

tanktop as my npples poke out more......sawing my hand to my hip as i play 

andrea_33: kisses scarlett softly, her fingertips on my bod exciting  me 

scarlett2angel: kisses first andrea's right cheek smiles and nibbles my way behind her 

neck and head to her left one as i sway with the music letting my panties show from 

under my skirt  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Scarlett has that effect, Andrea. 

andrea_33: omg yessss ivan 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping to my knee's ....my body arched back,so my hair touches the floor....i 

keep layng the airguitar as my skirt rides up my thighs...exposing the pink lace frenchcut 

panties i have on 

scarlett2angel: drums my fingertips on her tummy as if i was playing a drum as my lips 

tug on her earlobe ..rolling my hips with hers to the sexy d/j's tune and smiles at the 

room 

touchdown366: loves dg outfit always a perfect choice 

dirtyrpgirl: as i move...the panties slip into my slt 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I don't know which way to turn. 

touchdown366: thank god the bar stools pivot 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You've only got so mant turns before they screw into the floor, TD. 

touchdown366: good point lines up a few more stools 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs out and feet up..i jump back to my feet and sway my hps as 

the tune ends 

scarlett2angel: kisses and nibbles on andrea's soft neck ..lets my hands squeeze her 

tummy more as we sway to the tune  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applause. 

dirtyrpgirl: thankya ivan 

andrea_33: my arms around scarlett,holding her tight to me, caressing her long hair,,  

Ivan_Skavinsky: YW, DG. 

touchdown366: awesome DG hugsssssssssss you 

scarlett2angel: pursss in her ear lets my fingertips slde around on her tummy and back as 

the music moves me  

D r a z: woo hoo  

dirtyrpgirl: ty td..hugs you on my way over to my two favorite women........... 

andrea_33: smiles at dg, as she joins us 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmm stands n front of andrea and lenas down to kiss the back of 

scarlett's hand as she holds andrea's tummy 

scarlett2angel: opens my arms to her smiles at andrea and bumps hips with you both 

andrea_33: all nestled together now,, how lovely 

dirtyrpgirl: snuggles in with you both 

dirtyrpgirl: your so very welcum ivan!!!!...tc cya 

laters...hugssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 



touchdown366: smiles good choices on the women dg 

scarlett2angel: wets my ruby red lips ..cups each of your butt cheeks in my hands 

..wiggles my nose and kisses each of you in turn 

dirtyrpgirl: love them both!!!....so much!! 

touchdown366: smiles at all 3 hot sexy ladies 

andrea_33: my very fave girls both together, doesnt get any better than that 

dirtyrpgirl: moves close to andrea, as she leans back to scarlett...my hands on her 

breasts,over her top..and just presses my lps to hers....kssing her deeply as scarlett holds 

her 

andrea_33: kissing dg back , running my tongue over her lips,  eyes locked on hers 

scarlett2angel: rubs against dirty closes my eyes and enjoys the warmth comming for her 

as she teases andrea with her tongue 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to andrea..and she was more than game....wasnt she!!! 

andrea_33: mmmm yesssss  

dirtyrpgirl: sucks andrea's tongue into my mouth,,,as if it was a penis...working mymouth 

slowly back and forth on it as my hands cup her breasts  

andrea_33: moans softly  heart fluttering , her kiss arousing me so  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching back with my other hand and grabs a handful of scarletts 

hair...pulling her to a 3way kiss 

scarlett2angel: woooooo turns around bumps my ass on dirtys as i let my skirt slip down 

my hips and waves to the men in the room 

andrea_33: slips my hand in scarletts blouse, caressing gently,  

D r a z: waves back  

touchdown366: smiles at scarlett as she waves 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hiney back to scarletts as the song makes me tingle 

scarlett2angel: rolls my shoulders looks into andrea's eyes as my tits brush against her  

hand  

dirtyrpgirl: well it isnt really the song...laughs 

andrea_33: so firm and perfect , they are scarlett 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head licks my lips and whispers to you both what is making me 

tingle 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles as i hear the whisper....mmmmmmmmmmm 

andrea_33: smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: naughty thoughts!!!!...lol 

scarlett2angel: cups andrea's ass smiles and gives her a kiis as my other hand swats my 

lovers tush 

dirtyrpgirl: lifts my skirt,for a better feel of that swat,onmy panties 

andrea_33: moans when she squeezes my ass, feels so good , 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and turns back to face you both...my skirt still up.....uhmm look at this 

wet spot!!!!....you two...smh 

touchdown366: good tune 

andrea_33: touches it , mmmmm eys so wet ,  

andrea_33: your not alone scarlett 

dirtyrpgirl: closing my eyes as your hand touches the front of my panties 



dirtyrpgirl: oh my god...shivers run throughout my body 

scarlett2angel: smiles im never dry with you two in the room 

andrea_33: rubbibg gently , mmmm 

andrea_33: looks at dg 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to my lover,,,i know thats right 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles coyly to andrea, swaying my hps as she keeps her hand to my crotch 

scarlett2angel: cups each of your butt cheeks and pursss as i try to be a good girl  

andrea_33: dont want you to be a good girl  , never,,  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

andrea_33: finger s proddding the cloth of dgs panties 

D r a z: jingles the keys ...........  

dirtyrpgirl: i think draz has a point...looks at you both...what do ya think?......3 of us? 

scarlett2angel: giggles spins around and bumsp hips with the two dancers 

dirtyrpgirl: cuz...damn i feel lke getting nekkid!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: dont know how much longer i can contain myself 

andrea_33: toys wih  the waistband of scarletts panties , tben slides my hand in  hearing 

her gasp 

scarlett2angel: is draz kicking us out? 

D r a z: upstairs girls 

scarlett2angel: yes boss 

D r a z:   passes scarlett the key  

scarlett2angel: takes both your hands smiles and tugs you to the stairs 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmm love that kind of order!!!..takes andrea and scarlett's hand's and 

walks to the stars 

scarlett2angel: where to lover as i kiss andrea  

D r a z:     would you like metospin dirty ? 

andrea_33: walks along to the  stairs so excited  

 

 

Scarlett2angel 
 
scarlett2angel: jumps ..bounces around ..tossing my head flapping my hair all over the 

place to this  

D r a z: watches as scarlett head bangs  

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's exhausting just to watch. 

scarlett2angel: twrills around rocking my whole body to this and giggles as Trish almost 

drops Her cereal bowl 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It must be a big bowl if she's still eating from it. 

scarlett2angel: jumps up onto a chair next to Ivan winks ..rocks my hips ..claps my hands  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Totally hypnotised. 

D r a z:    watches the rocking hips   

scarlett2angel: yells at the top of my lungs spins around rockin my ass left and right as 

my hair swings  



scarlett2angel: faces Ivan thrusts my hips left left ..right right then grabs his head with 

my right hand yanks your hair while and thrusts my hips up and back with the beat 

D r a z: watches  the   hips from behind   

Ivan_Skavinsky: What a vision. 

scarlett2angel: making my knees brush against his sholders as my hips and tummy grind 

up and back with the beat of this song 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It''s definitely getting hotter in here. 

D r a z: shes hotter than hell 

scarlett2angel: archs my back tosses my head back ..grips your hair with both hands and 

sings hotter than hell  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Places my hands behind Scarlett's legs, just to stabilise her, of course. 

scarlett2angel: rockin left and right as i thrust my lower body back and forth letting my 

hair bounce on my butt 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Feeling the lovely young energy of Scarlett. 

D r a z: watches as  the firm butt    bounceswith the beat  

scarlett2angel: smiles down at Ivan rolls my hips and grips your head again winks letting 

my tummy rock side to side as the music stops 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Smiles back at Scarlett.  What a fantastic view. 

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees trapping you between my strong legs shimmys my 

shoulders  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Cannot think of a better reaction than to sit back and enjoy it. 

scarlett2angel: grabs your shoulders ..archs back making my long hair brush against the 

floor an bounces up and down on your lap 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Not sure what this is on the Richter scale but it must be high. 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips right and left looks up into your eyes licks my bottom lip 

and makes sure you look in my eyes as i grind on your lap more  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Wriggles to adjust the tension in my jeans. 

D r a z:  grins watching scarlett dance   

scarlett2angel: bounces up runs my fingers in your hair smiles and sits on my knees as 

my top almost shows off my breasts as the song makes me bounce more  

Ivan_Skavinsky: See's the countours through your top and think MMMMMM. 

scarlett2angel: yanks your head back shimmys my shoulders making each of my tits slap 

your face as  the beat rocks my upper bodyside to side 

Ivan_Skavinsky: This is one of the few times where it's good to be short-sighted. 

scarlett2angel: winks at Ivan wiggles ..pulls his head between my firm breasts tosses my 

head back ..and giggles as the beat makes me rock more  

Cars_75: takes a seat and gets comfy.... watching the little show 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Excellent song, Draz and a stupendous cabaret, Scarlett. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: My eyes are only on you, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: kisses Ivans forhead tugs your hair more as my lower body rocks to the 

new tune  

D r a z: running wild    

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm not going to wash my face for a week now, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: looks left and right ..smiles at Ivan ..grab my hips please 



Ivan_Skavinsky: I take a firm hold of Scarlett's hips. 

scarlett2angel: smiles shimmys my shoulders and archs as i lay back letting my long hair 

flow onto ther floor as my ass rocks on your lap to this letting only  my ass touch you now 

while i smile at the room upside down 

D r a z: peers  at scarlett bending and looking  through my legs  to see her right way up 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It gives me a good excuse to grasp, Scarlett tighter.  It's a lovely 

feeling. 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head snakes my fingers side to side as Ivan holds 

onto me so i wont slide onto the floor 

trisha_29: grins watching scarlett...kicking my feet up on the chair in front of me 

Cars_75: almost chokes on my drink as scarlett starts rocking her ass lewdly 

Ivan_Skavinsky: At this range, Cars, the effect is overwhelming. 

Cars_75: yeah, I take your word for it! 

scarlett2angel: smiles an lets my shoulders push onto the floor as my lower body arcdhs 

and thursts up and down on Ivan's lap making my top slide up more and my hair fly 

around my head 

scarlett2angel: winks at the room rocks my head as the beat changes  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Cannot help but admire the view from my privileged position. 

scarlett2angel: snaps my h ips right and left making Ivan grip them harder as my ass 

moves on his knees  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I'm glad I play the piano - at least it keeps my fingers strong. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I hold on to Scarlett even tighter. 

Cars_75: scarlett knows how to move her body for sure....! 

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers as my arms wave over my outstregthed body using the 

music to shimmy my shoulders and lets Ivan hold me tighter as my lower body moves 

abit more  

scarlett2angel: kicks my legs up pushs my feet flat against the wall on eachside of His 

head ..archs my back more ,,making my tummy and hips thrust up stops and holds it 

there 

D r a z: woo hoo scarlett   

Ivan_Skavinsky: Admiring the beautiful curves of Scarlett's fit young body. 

scarlett2angel: winks drops my ass back down onto his lap ..then trusts my my hips back 

up higher this time  

scarlett2angel: holds that abit longer as my top slips up my chest more  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers ..drops back onto your lap seeing the song changed 

again  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I couldn't let go now. 

scarlett2angel: pushs up onto my shoulders again using my back muscles to sit up 

straight 

scarlett2angel: smiles good grip you got there Ivan 

scarlett2angel: kisses Ivans forhead 

D r a z:  watches      scarlett as she  rocks it out 

scarlett2angel: winks back over my shoulder at Trish  

trisha_29: winks at scarlett 



Ivan_Skavinsky: That's two weeks before I wash it now, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: claps my hands an looks into Ivan's eyes sits still 

Cars_75: if she's missing any shots, I'll pay for the next round 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes back at Scarlett, transfixed. 

D r a z: stands and applauds scarleett ,,,,,,, great dancing  

trisha_29: good job scarlett!!!!!!! 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Excellent job, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: slips off his lap smiles thank You for the use of your lap  

 
 
scarlett2angel: *smiles at td ...rolls my head to th is tune and sits my beer down* 

touchdown366: watching as she moves to the music 

scarlett2angel: *rocks my hips more to this ,,,,,* 

scarlett2angel: likes this song 

greygriffin20: *tries not to stare too much at the rocking hips* 

D r a z:  watches unashamdely  

greygriffin20: lol 

scarlett2angel: *looks into the mirror,,sings you wanna piece of me?* 

scarlett2angel: just ask  

greygriffin20: *coughs* 

touchdown366: asking here lol 

scarlett2angel: *winks and rocks my head side to side letting my dress slide up my 

tanned thighs * 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm loving the well tanned thighs smiles 

touchdown366: loves how the dress moves with that great body checking her all out 

D r a z:   beautiful drop dead ,,,some kind of fine  

scarlett2angel: *mmm stands up ...bumps td with my left hip...spins around and bumps 

him with my right one ..shaking my ass at the room as i wink in the mirror* 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

touchdown366: loves how she bumps me as i check her fine ass out 

scarlett2angel: *shakes my hair loose ..turns hops onto the bar thrusts my hips up and 

tosses my head back ..like the song says td it isnt free * 

touchdown366: whisper beautiful to her as i watch her moves 

touchdown366: lol its only a song i say back to her 

scarlett2angel: *spins on my ass kicks my feet up ..lays back and rocks my hips left and 

right over the bar a smy upper body rocks with the song* 

touchdown366: think you can rock it all night smiles 

scarlett2angel: *waves my arms over my out stretched body ..rolls my hips more and lets 

my arms fall onto the bar over my head* 

D r a z: more more moe  

touchdown366: yesssssssss roll them more  

scarlett2angel: *archs my back ..sticks my tongue out at the room and lets my dress slide 

up my thighs as i push my feet flat on the bar * 

greygriffin20: woot 



touchdown366: looking as it slides higher revealing more tanned thighs 

greygriffin20: hehe 

scarlett2angel: *closes my eyes as my hips thrust up and down as f being pulled by a 

rope ..letting my ass bounce on the bar and my tits move under my dress* 

touchdown366: sees them bouncing tryin to stay focused 

D r a z: down and up and down and up  

scarlett2angel: *bounces up and down making my hair cover the bar ..grips my fingers so 

my shoulders push me up and lets my knees open and close as the music moves me* 

touchdown366: waves to Kelleen 

greygriffin20: *tilts head watching scarlett* 

touchdown366:  watching scarlett moving up and down 

scarlett2angel: *taps the bar with my toes as my head rocks left left and right ...cleaning 

the bar with my butt and back* 

touchdown366: never seen a bar cleaned any sexier smiles 

scarlett2angel: *sits up shimmys my shoulders so my hair covers my shoulders ...looks 

around ,,runs my hands over my tummy an cups my breasts making my shiny dress cling 

to my body more as my hips roll with the beat * 

scarlett2angel: *pursss and squeezes my boobs letting my knees slide open and close a 

bit more while i look into each persons eyes * 

touchdown366: sips my drink tryn to stay composed as i watch her work the music 

scarlett2angel: *locks eyes with gg lifts my legs look now as my panties match my dress 

.....* 

greygriffin20: oh dear hehe 

greygriffin20: *winks back* hehe 

D r a z: there  we see it now  

scarlett2angel: *giggles drops my legs down slipsonto my feet....skips around the tables 

and shows off my new dress * 

touchdown366: loves the dress 

D r a z:  http://supermodelboutique.com/Catalog.asp?PC=FP-

884763&Size=&Sale=&SLStock=&SLPrice=&SLBrand= 

scarlett2angel: *kisses each of the guys cheek ..twrills around letting it show off all my 

curves and stops infront of the d/j booth ..squeezes my left breast and blows a kiss to the 

sexy man* 

D r a z: winks at the sexy  woman   and catches the kiss 

touchdown366: loves the kiss as she goes around the room 
Cars_75: sneaks back in and takes a seat... just in time to admire scarlett in her new 

dress. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Gabriela92 
Gabriela92: taps my toe and bobs my head to the tune. 

D r a z: watches  the tapping toes  

Gabriela92: slips off the stool and shimmies out to the dance floor. 

D r a z:  mmm watches  the shimmying gabri] 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches gabby dancing 

Gabriela92: bounces my hips side to side to the beat, shuffling my feet across the 

polished maple. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at gabby as I watch her hips move 

D r a z: grins watchng those hips       and the feet that  know the rythmns  

Gabriela92: slowly turns in a circle, making locomotive motions with my arms bent. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers gabby on 

Gabriela92: reaches overhead, snapping my fingers as my arms wave 

D r a z:    if gabri doesnt revive  you ,,,,,order lillies  

Gabriela92: my hemmed blouse riding up a little to expose my tummy. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: she has my full attention 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps to the beat 

Gabriela92: slow hip grind as "Long Way to the Top" starts. 

D r a z: smiles watching then long way to the top of gabri’s legs  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sways my head watching her hips 

Gabriela92: steps forward in a slow march 

D r a z: sways  playing the big pipes watching  gabri 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: plays air guitar 

D r a z:    fingers on the flute as  i watch her    slow  stepping  

Gabriela92: slips my fingers down into the back pockets of my short white denim shorts, 

pushing my buns around in a circle. 

D r a z: grins watching  thosee buns  as she circles them  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: loses my concentration watching the buns 

Gabriela92: then lets the hands drag up my bare midriff and over my ribs and the curves 

of my chest. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes another sip of his cold beer ... Shew it's getting hot in here 

Gabriela92: back down to fondle my navel pendant.... 

D r a z: it sure is  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,     looks at the fingers on the tummy   

WorldMadeOfCardboard: she's just getting warmed up bear 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: that skin looks so soft 

Gabriela92: thrusts my pelvis forward several times, causing my feet to scoot on the 

floor. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eyes every thrust 

Gabriela92: grabs a big handful of my tushy and helps the scooting along, over toward 

bear's table. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers Gabriel on 

Gabriela92: takes Bear by the wrist and guides his fingers up to verify the softness of the 

skin on my tummy... 

D r a z:   smiles watching those exotic hips   as  they   move to the beat  



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at gabby Mmhmmm 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: squirms a little bit 

Gabriela92: then drags them slowly across the top of the waistband of my shorts, from 

my left hip to my right. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: makes eye contact with Gabriel and winks 

Gabriela92: winks back, then bows my head as Thunderstruck start..... 

Gabriela92: starts^ 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps for gabby 

Gabriela92: punches the air to the beat, bouncing one knee.... 

Gabriela92: tapping one foot. 

D r a z: watches ...........as  the thunder starts in gabri 

D r a z: with each step  shouts   THUNDER  

Gabriela92: violently nods my head, tossing my hair forward and back, over and off my 

face. 

Gabriela92: jumps in the air at "thunderstuck" and lands in a squat. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps with the beat as well cheering her on 

D r a z: sees the    wildness  filling   gabri  

Gabriela92: swivels and shakes my head side to side 

D r a z:   yeahhhhhhhh 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: woot 

Gabriela92: then swings my head in a circle, flinging my hair in a whipping oval. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: still clapping to the beat 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders quickly a few times 

Gabriela92: snapping my head from shoulder to shoulder. 

D r a z: watches  that  body shake and  shudder   

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: enjoys all the other bits shaking as well 

Gabriela92: strolls over to the stage steps and mounts them... 

D r a z: here she comes  .... sweet candy   

Gabriela92: heads for the brass pole and grasps it, shoulder-high 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh my 

Gabriela92: swings left, then right. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches her sway 

Gabriela92: pulls myself close, then quickly leans back away 

Master_joe: on the pole 

Gabriela92: lets go with one hand and spins all the way around, catching myself with the 

other hand. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mesemorized by her movement s 

Gabriela92: scoots in close and straddles the pole, bending my knees into a deep squat. 

D r a z: watching the body  move to  the heavy beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: such a lovely firm behind 

Gabriela92: sways my knees to the left and right, slowly standing again 

D r a z: watches as she gets it hot  

Gabriela92: turns and backs into the pole, reaching overhead to hold it. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: unbuttons my upper shirt button Shew it's getting warm 



Gabriela92: lets my arms fall to my thighs and shakes my buns into the firm, cool metal 

Gabriela92: widens my feet a bit 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches every movement 

Gabriela92: runs my palms down the front of my  thighs, over my knees, and down my 

shins to my ankles, letting the pole creep a little deeper between my cheeks before 

alternating the flexing of my knees. 

D r a z: the pole  getting a  good polishing     

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Shew these pants are getting a little tighter 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: that's the best looking buffer I have ever seen draz lol 

Gabriela92: stands quickly and faces the pole again, grabbing it and swinging once 

around. 

Gabriela92: holds the pole in one hand and slowly walks around it in a circle several 

times as my other hand begins to unbutton the cropped, hemmed blouse from the bottom 

up. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sneaks a peek at the revealed flesh 

D r a z:      grins to watch  the tension grow as  the buttons  come undone   

Gabriela92: when all the buttons are undone, I step back from the pole and grasped the 

loosened plackets in each hand, holding them momentarily closed... 

D r a z:  mmmm  

Gabriela92: then I tilt my head far back, letting my hair fall down my back 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mmm now that is a great view 

Gabriela92: leans my shoulders back.... 

D r a z:   waiting to see as  the  blouse open  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: anticipating every move and the blouse to come open as well 

Gabriela92: throws the front of the blouse wide open, showing the lacy emerald green 

bra underneath, with the tops of the frilly cups barely covering the top edges of my 

areolas. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: struggles to stay sitting still cheers at Gabriel 

D r a z:   woo hoo just look at that 

Gabriela92: lets my arms droop behind me and shakes my shoulders and chest, allowing 

the blouse to slip off my shoulders and down my arms, falling off my wrists to the stage 

floor. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: those look nice and firm as well quiet a great view 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up my bare tummy and over the bra cups to my neck, and 

back down again 

D r a z: feels thepulse speed  to  the pulse of the beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: remembers how soft gabby a skin is mmmm 

D r a z: walks round   and closes jaws that have dropped open 

Gabriela92: pauses to give the fullness of my breasts a firm squeeze through the dainty 

fabric. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at Gabriel 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps 

Gabriela92: drifts down my tummy and lets my thumbs slip into the top edge of the 

shorts. 



RocketManFL: woo hoo just in time!!! 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: she is ripping it up too 

RocketManFL: quicklt takes a seat wiht best view available 

D r a z: we like it wild  

Gabriela92: pushes the front of the shorts as low as my hip bones will allow 

RocketManFL: wow smiles at Gabri, eyes her sexy body 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Shew fans myself a little 

Gabriela92: uses a thumb and two fingers to push the brass button through the 

buttonhole at the front of the shorts. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: squirms more watching her 

RocketManFL: mmmm whistles as Gabri sways and teases 

Gabriela92: folds the top edge of the shorts down one turn 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: wohoo 

Gabriela92: letting the top edge of my matching emerald green lace thong peek out 

D r a z: grins watching   as  theshorts   slide further  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly 

RocketManFL: mm lace and emerald green, licks lips 

Gabriela92: flips up the zipper tab and sways slowly side to side as I tug it down 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs slowly around the waistband of the shorts to the back... 

D r a z: smiles at the naughty dancer  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: look at those hips mmm sexy 

Gabriela92: swings my butt left and right and pushes the shorts halfway down my buns, 

flashing a bit of tushy 

RocketManFL: soooo naughty, mmmmmmmmm 

D r a z: very frisky  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: sings the I want a naughty girl like you and points at gabby 

Gabriela92: folds the unzipped front further open 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: whistles 

RocketManFL: mmmmm notices the lace openings are very generous,  

D r a z: mmmm dirty dirty dancer 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: imagines what's underneath mmm looks yummy 

Gabriela92: waves my arms slowly overhead, daring gravity to make the shorts fall off 

my hips and down my legs to my ankles.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly for Gravity 

RocketManFL: trying to use mental telepathy to assist gravity 

Gabriela92: moves to the edge of the stage and looks for a volunteer... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: raises my hand 

Gabriela92: waves to Lucy, grinning 

pvclucygirl: hi hi 

Gabriela92: swivels my way over to Bear.... 

D r a z: smiles brings over an ice bucket with a bottle of Dom Perignon ... and pours a 

champagne flutes full and hands over to .lucy. with a napkin and a LAB coaster  *winks 

Gabriela92: points to the bottom hem of my loosened shorts... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins at Gabriel 



Gabriela92: beckons to Bear... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grives them a little tug 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: gives 

Gabriela92: shimmies a little, feeling them go 

Gabriela92: feels them gliding down my legs.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: helps them a little further down 

Gabriela92: steps gently out of the shorts 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: enjoys the close view 

D r a z: lets get naughty naughty  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: of those emerald panties 

RocketManFL: oh mnyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z:  smiles seeing gabri in her emerald and lace lingerie  

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees on the edge of the stage, giving Bear an even better 

view..... 

RocketManFL: lucky guy for sure 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles big mmmm looks amazing not missing a min 

Master_joe: yes 

Gabriela92: reaches out and puts my hand on the back of Bear's head, pulling it forward 

toward me... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: enjoys any place gabby guides me 

Gabriela92: grinds the front of my panties on the top of his head, feeling the warmth on 

my thighs and through the fabric. 

RocketManFL: no place bad, thats for sure\ 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: no it isn't eats up every min of it 

Gabriela92: releases Bear's head and stands again, returning to the brass pole. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: squirms a little on the bottom half 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: picks up Gabriela shorts sitting them on my table out of the floor 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne and watches 

Gabriela92: backs into it and slowly squats and stands a few times, feeling the cool, hard 

metal sliding between my buns 

D r a z: the animal rising  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: continues watching very intently 

Gabriela92: turns and moves close to the pole, repeating the same motions with the 

metal sliding up and down in my cleavage 

D r a z: grins watching the  hot body  moving  up and down  the pole  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watching ever inch grip the pole 

Gabriela92: pushes the straps down off my shoulders, with only the friction barely 

holding the bra over my breasts 

RocketManFL: oh my, chills run up my spine 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: imagining how great those look under that bra 

D r a z: grinsto  see  the  nipples   harden and holding the bra  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yep those look nibbley 

Gabriela92: turns again, leaning my spine into the pole with my feet well away from the 

base of the pole. 



Gabriela92: sways my hips side to side 

RocketManFL: wolf whistles again 

D r a z: grins    to  the seductive sway    

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: still mezed by those hips 

Gabriela92: lets my thumbs drift down and trace the top edge of the thong's waistband 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: smiles at gabby 

Gabriela92: grasps at each hip and stretches it out away from the skin 

Gabriela92: then lets it snap back into place 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Mmhmmm 

D r a z: grins  to see the teasing snap as the hips sway 

RocketManFL: omg sooooooo hot 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: speaking of hot I think my body is up a lot 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Bp 

Gabriela92: turns to face the pole and reaches behind me, unhooking the cross strap on 

the bra and letting it spring off my back 

Gabriela92: quickly moves my hands to cover my boobs 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks at every wonderful angle 

RocketManFL: mmmmm have ot luv small hands tryign to cover big boobs 

Gabriela92: moves the handfuls in slow circles, keeping the nipples covered 

D r a z: watches the hands as the cover and whats this stroke those breast  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thinks I may burst any min 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers 

Gabriela92: then slides the hands underneath, exposing the erect buttons and gently 

lifting their fullness.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: licks my lips 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: hey 

D r a z:  grins   to see the hard nipples  cresting firm breasts  

Gabriela92: firmly lifts the right side as I tilt my head down and extend my tongue, giving 

the right nipple a quick, playful flick before giving a coy look and wink to the audience. 

dadof2_6: nice gab 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: takes a big gulp of beer 

D r a z: winks back to  gabri and her hard  aroused nipples  

pvclucygirl: watching as i sip my champagne 

Gabriela92: releases the weight of the breasts and lightly grazes the edges of the areolas 

with my fingertips, moving in  smooth circles. 

RocketManFL: wow so erotic 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly 

kelli-: sits quietly watching Gab 

Gabriela92: drops to my knees and falls into a pushup position, barely catching myself 

before my chest and face hit the stage. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks at the great view 

RocketManFL: h my , lean spver a bt to catch a look at GAbri hanging boobs 

Gabriela92: puts my chin on the floor with my arms extended in front of me. 

Gabriela92: pumps my ass up in the air a few times 



kelli-: as Joe would say... mmmmm 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yummy 

D r a z:   slaps  my hand on the bar each time the butt raises in the air  

Gabriela92: crawls backwards on the stage until my tushy touches the brass pole.... 

Master_joe: mmmmm 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lucky pole right there 

RocketManFL: sure is 

RocketManFL: waves at marciea 

Gabriela92: wraps my legs around it and keeps backing, pushing my hips vertically up the 

pole until I'm doing a pole-supported handstand 

kelli-: jealous of that hot body 

Gabriela92: does three slow pushups, sliding the front of my thong up and down the 

smooth, hard.... brass. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmm hardness of brass is nothgin compared to.... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself to the floor again and flips onto my back, bracing myself on my 

shoulder blades and feet... 

kelli-: giggles at rocket .. claps out the beat to encourage Gab 

kelli-: nice move 

Gabriela92: scoots in closer to the pole.... 

kelli-: smiles 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: eyes gabby 

Gabriela92: raises my pelvis.... 

RocketManFL: shits in seat trying to makes room 

Gabriela92: touches the crotch of my thong to the metal.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh to be that pile 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: pole 

Gabriela92: pulses my hips up and down several inches, several times... 

kelli-: +f up to rocket  

kelli-: mmmmmm licks my lips without thinking, eyes locked on Gab 

D r a z: smiles watches  the bottom going up and down    

D r a z:   bottoms up  ............  

RocketManFL: ty kelli  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers 

Gabriela92: feeling the smooth metal sliding gently up and down on the lacy green 

fabric.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thinks of ..... nm 

kelli-: my head bopping the beat .. watching Gab  

D r a z: watching as gabri clngs tight to that pole  

RocketManFL: imagining how that feels on a diff pole 

Gabriela92: hands on my naked breasts, twirling my nipples between my thumbs and 

forefingers...mmmmm 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yep that's almost what I was thinking 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: licks my lips at gabby 



Gabriela92: reaches down under and behind me, pushing the back of the thong down and 

over my butt cheeks... 

D r a z: woo hoo  

RocketManFL: watchig intently 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: cheers 

Gabriela92: scoots away from the pole and turns over onto my hands and knees.... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: tries to sneak a peak 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri as she   moves on he r hands and kneess  that  butt  rising 

and falling  

Gabriela92: pushes the loose thong all the way down my thighs to my knees... 

RocketManFL: her catlike moves are so erotic 

Gabriela92: crawls once completely around the brass pole.... 

D r a z:  growlssssssssssss  as the thing slides down the thighs  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches that great view 

RocketManFL: enjoys the view of ganri's sweet ass  

Gabriela92: then down one side of the stage on hands and knees..... 

Gabriela92: taking a sip from each customer's drink along the way.... 

RocketManFL: smiles as Gabri sip mine 

Gabriela92: then back up the other side of the stage, doing the same... 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: squirms even more in my chair 

D r a z:  grins as no one notices gari drinking as  they concentrate on her   body  

Gabriela92: one more circle around the brass pole, the thong finally coming off my ankles 

and over my shoes... 

D r a z: woo hoo  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps wildly 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: huge grin  

RocketManFL: whoop whooop 

Gabriela92: crawls slowly in a meandering line from the brass pole toward the back of 

the stage... 

kelli-: being short isn't so bad  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: now that looks even more yummy 

D r a z:     growls  watching  the  walk  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lol Kelli good point 

D r a z:   mmmmmm our favorite diseasse   

Gabriela92: crawls halfway under the stage curtain until it covers me from the waist up, 

leaving my ass and legs showing on the stage 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yes 

kelli-: giggles... eyes on Gab 

RocketManFL: claps loudlu for Gabri as she slinks along 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: now that looks like a delightful meal lol 

kelli-: stands and applaudes  

D r a z: grining as gabri    shakes that ass  



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: stands up as well capping loudly 

Gabriela92: lays flat on my tummy and makes several "snow angel" movements on the 

stage. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: clapping even 

kelli-: wish I could whistle 

RocketManFL: holy cow so hot 

RocketManFL: woot woot 

D r a z:  wb card   

Gabriela92: finally crawling out of sight under the curtain.. 

kelli-: wow 

kelli-: nice  

D r a z:   woo hoo  gabri  perfect  

Master_joe: hot exit 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yells woot 

D r a z:   stands and applauds  

kelli-: applaudes louder  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps louder 

RocketManFL: bravo bravo 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: very nice gabi, what i saw of it  

kelli-: wish I could have seen the entire dance 

RocketManFL: will send you the vodeo kelli 

RocketManFL: video 

Gabriela92: pokes my head and shoulders out between the curtains, with a smile and a 

wave. 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: it was a great dance 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: waves back 

D r a z: waves back  to gabri 

kelli-: waves  

kelli-: huge grin  

RocketManFL: clps louder as i see gabri peek out form the curtain 

kelli-: is that a curtain call? 

Gabriela92: slips behind the curtain and goes to take a shower 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: lucky shower stall lol 

RocketManFL: yells out, i would be gald to asssit with your back Gabri 

kelli-: let me know if you need someone to wash your... back.... side .. LOL 

 
 
Gabriela92: hops up and does a choo-choo shuffle toward the dance floor. 

candace graves: Draz, I see you used blueberries....can you use other berried fruits in the 

drink ? 

D r a z: yes  any  you like  

D r a z: its a pretty  versatile drink ,,,many varieties  



Gabriela92: stands silently in the light, letting my head loll slowly left and right to the 

opening chimes and guitar riff. 

candace graves: I happen to like blackberries as well, and was simply curious if any 

berried fruit could be used in the recipe 

Gabriela92: flexing left knee slightly as the tempo builds 

Gabriela92: tapping toe 

Gabriela92: shoulders and hips start to sway 

D r a z:  yes i would strain some fruits like black currants   

Gabriela92: head bobbing and turning 

jakenixon22: stares at gabi sipping beer 

D r a z: smileswatching  as  gabri takkes  up tthe beat  

Gabriela92: snaps head to the beat, clapping slowly overhead, upper body slithering back 

to front from the bottom up. 

Gabriela92: Hi, Warren. 

Gabriela92: twisting slowly left and right, snapping fingers two beats to each side, at 

waist level. 

Gabriela92: slowly grinds as the song end. 

Gabriela92: slithers left and right, whipping my hair in a circle. 

Gabriela92: Et tu, Brute? 

Gabriela92: slaps my hands down on the black vinyl covering my tush, fingers pointing 

downward.... 

Gabriela92: uses the hands to push my pelvis around in slow circles 

jakenixon22: focuses on that sexy ass in the tight dress 

D r a z:  grins watching gabri  as she      dance to  the hard beat   

candace graves: imagines the dress does nothing to contain the exuberence eminating 

from the woman 

Gabriela92: slides the hands slowly up and to the  sides, tracing the contours of my hips 

and waist 

puckhound3000: i never figured Gabriela for an AC/DC fan 

Gabriela92: up the ribs 

D r a z: oh yes big time  

D r a z:    smiles watching  the fingers  

Gabriela92: over the curves of the dress as it stretches around my bustline 

Gabriela92: then slowly back down, letting the fingers lightly graze their way down my 

tummy and across the vinyl stretched between my thighs 

D r a z:  watches  the  fingers     as they wander over the shapes  

jakenixon22: smiles watching gabi do her thing 

candace graves: Hello Danno 

Gabriela92: thumbs snap the hemline as the fingers continue their path lightly down the 

front of my thighs. 

danno_: smiles hi to Gabi as i take a seat and watch 

D r a z: watching those finger as the hips  move to the beat  

danno_: hey draz 



Gabriela92: high steps around the perimeter of the dance floor to the dramatic beat of 

the new song 

Gabriela92: gives a quick spin in one corner, and a snap of my head, letting my hair fly 

forward and then back. 

Gabriela92: struts down one edge of the floor 

Gabriela92: sways to the new opening... 

danno_: looking forward to this song 

danno_: or more the dancing to it lol 

Gabriela92: head lazily nodding 

Gabriela92: stomps the beat out with my right foot. 

D r a z:   watches as   gabri sways  to  the beat   and slaps  my hand on the table each tie 

it says  thunder 

Gabriela92: head picking up the pace..... 

Gabriela92: left leg now flexing to the rhythm. 

Gabriela92: gets ready jump.... 

Gabriela92: to^ 

Gabriela92: punches the sky as I leap 

D r a z: smiles slapps  my hand down to the beat     

Gabriela92: lands and drops into a squat before standing again 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on my hips and gyrates them around 

D r a z:  watches   the   athletic  thighs 

jakenixon22: love the gyration 

Gabriela92: then lets my pelvis punctuate the beat with several quick forward thrusts, 

scooting my shoes across the floor a few inches at a time 

Gabriela92: spins twice quickly, then drops my head backward, letting my hair hang 

freely behind me, almost touching my ass. 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri   as she spins and   strutss  to the beat    

danno_: woo hoo 

Gabriela92: extends my arms horizontally and slowly waves them 

Gabriela92: whew... returns to Jake's table and sweeps up my drink, taking a good long 

sip and a breather as I head back to my original stool at the bar. 

D r a z:  notes how the dress moes  to  the  rythmns  

D r a z: woo hoo  gabri  ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

D r a z:  stands and applauds   

danno_: i only caught the end of that but very nice gabi .... applauds 
D r a z:     bravo      

 

 

Poppy England 

Poppy England: *stretches out a leg clad in a nylon stocking, suspenders and high heeled 

shoes 



ukjake39: very anti shrinkage Poppy 

Poppy England: *giggles* that's the idea 

andrea_33: shrinkage isnt encouraged in here 

Poppy England: and andrea is so beautiful that she is anti shrinkage merely by her 

presence 

D r a z: winks at the two girls  

ukjake39: sits back and whistles innocently 

andrea_33: poppy flatters me outrageously ,, but i love it, giggles 

Poppy England: I think you deserve it 

andrea_33: you deserve a  lot more poppy , make the room come alive 

Poppy England: it's part of the room's classy image 

ukjake39: all you ladies do that i must say 

Poppy England: andrea being beautiful and me dancing around and jiggling and things 

ukjake39: i was always partial to a good jiggle 

D r a z:  when they giggle   they  jiggle and wiggle  

andrea_33: laughs poppy,  

Poppy England: *laughs* okay draz can take a hint 

Poppy England: ah maybe not 

D r a z: wiggle and a waggle 

Poppy England: *takes off her blazer and climbs onto the bar.... 

andrea_33: mmmm ohh super 

Poppy England: *rises onto the balls of her feet and starts to do the twist..... 

ukjake39: shuffles in my seat 

andrea_33: the twist , ohhh my ,  

Poppy England: *slows down and starts to press her hips up......pressing her hand against 

her belly.... 

ukjake39: watches transfixed 

Poppy England: *swings her hips from side to side....rippling her body with the insistent 

rhythm.....throwing back her head...her hair trailing down her back.... 

ukjake39: ...all thoughts of shrinkage a distant memory 

andrea_33: watches intently at the professionally done dance,  

Poppy England: *clasps her hands behind her neck, jumps, turns and lands on parted 

feet....... 

Poppy England: *starts to swoop her hips from side to side....arching her back, pressing 

up her breasts in the severe gym slip......legs starting to bend.... 

ukjake39: studies Poppy's body like a good student 

andrea_33: should have brought in an anatomy class , would get full attendance for sure 

Poppy England: *her shapely backside, the curves accentuated by the tie around her 

waist, starts to press downwards........her heels rising from the bar.... 

ukjake39: getting full attention 

Poppy England: *bounces her backside against her heels.....legs splayed side, showing off 

her stocking tops and the soft golden flesh above them..... 

ukjake39: oh my @ Poppy 



Poppy England: *presses a hand down to the bar and presses up her backside, keeping 

time with the music..... 

D r a z:  winks up at poppy 

ukjake39: finds myself lowering my head for a different view 

Poppy England: *slides her hands down her legs and grasps her ankles.....pushes up her 

backside and wiggles it, soft flesh above the stockings jiggling..... 

Poppy England: *little skirt flying, hair brushing against the bar...she finishes up her 

jiggle and heads off the bar....... 

ukjake39: eyes scan Poppy's soft flesh as she jiggles 

D r a z: smiles and claps   for   poppy   

ukjake39: woot woot cheers and claps 

Poppy England: *jumps down off the bar and curtseys* 

D r a z:   nicemoves poppy ,,,,,,,,,  clapps loudly  

ukjake39: claps more and whistles 

Poppy England: been off for a little bit, will get going properly soon 

ukjake39: didnt look rusty from where i was sitting 

D r a z:  we apppreciate  all the girls who danec ,,, you all  do  great things for  the room 

,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. an you did great !! 

andrea_33: super performance poppy 

ukjake39: gorgeous and very sexy 

Poppy England: *dabs herself with a bar towel* 

Poppy England: and once one girl gets dancing, other follow 

 

 

Poppy England: *bounces gently on her stool in time to the music.... 

Poppy England: bit like a rising trot, this bouncing 

RocketManFL: popular 

RocketManFL: lol 

Poppy England: oh good, more bouncing type music 

D r a z: watches as  poppy does teh funky trot  

RocketManFL: smiles winks 

RocketManFL: good times 

Poppy England: *parts her legs slightly, presses her palms to the stool between her 

knees, tosses back her hair and closes her eyes..... 

RocketManFL: enjoys the way poppy bounces 

RocketManFL: (and where) smiles 

Poppy England: *shimmies from side to side.... 

D r a z:    80's disco  music   

RocketManFL: wc txgurl 

Poppy England: however old it is, it is lots of fun 

txgurl46: heythere peeps 

RocketManFL: oh my 



D r a z:  watches all the bouncing .... 

Poppy England: phew, getting a bit warm 

RocketManFL: yes indeed, winks 

Poppy England: *loosens the zip on the front of her dress a little... 

RocketManFL: sips my iced tea,watching 

Poppy England: *shimmies, the slightly open dress showing off the jiggling golden flesh 

of her cleavage.... 

RocketManFL: smiles, enjoyign the view, winks 

D r a z: watches the bouncing jugglies  

RocketManFL: has a nice subtle flwoing bounce to them , mmmmm 

Poppy England: *glances at both the men and bites her full bottom lip gently.... 

Poppy England: oh wow, I love this one!!! 

RocketManFL: get down on it    

D r a z:  winks  ...      get down on it  

Poppy England: *pushes down with her hands and hops off the stool..... 

RocketManFL: watches the inevatiable bouncy pats settle as poppy lands ion feet 

Poppy England: *bends forward, holding the stool and swings her booty.... 

RocketManFL: *parts* 

RocketManFL: leans over to ge netter view of wasyign booty 

Poppy England: *short dress riding up to give a glimpse of the golden flesh at the top of 

her boots..... 

D r a z:   smies at the swaying  and jiggling  all in one  

Poppy England: *tosses back her hair, closes her eyes and pouts her lips as she sways...... 

RocketManFL: shifts in seat  

RocketManFL: sips tea again 

Poppy England: *steps back....fingertips on the stool....swinging hips from side to side, 

starting to bend her knees..... 

RocketManFL: alright!!! 

RocketManFL: feel the groove 

D r a z:  lets groove ,,,,,,,,,,,,alright 

Poppy England: *as her thighs start to splay, she arches her back...pushing up her 

breasts and dropping back her head....... 

D r a z:   boogie on down   

RocketManFL: and downnnnn 

Poppy England: *pushes her hips down and bounces them against her heels.....hair 

snaking down her back.....keeping time with the music.... 

RocketManFL: woohoo poppy 

RocketManFL: whistles 

Poppy England: *straightens her legs...leans her forearms on the stool and shakes her 

rear end... 

RocketManFL: mm shake shake shake 

Poppy England: *reaches round with one of her hand and brings it down flat onto one of 

her cheeks with a sharp slap..... 



RocketManFL: ooooh what a night 

D r a z:        hears the slap to the beat   

Poppy England: *turns and uses the other hand to slap her other swinging ass cheek..... 

D r a z:  oh what a sight  

RocketManFL: sophistacted momma, winks 

Poppy England: *hair slipping forward, she glances at both the men from between the 

golden strands......and pouts..... 

RocketManFL: playful ppouts back, them smiles 

D r a z:  grins overat poppy  

D r a z: party every where  

RocketManFL: over there>> 

RocketManFL: winks 

Poppy England: *grasps the stool and leapfrogs up, sitting back onto the stool....tossing 

back her hair and picking up her drink.... 

Alert: ovs33 reddotted by: D r a z 

Poppy England: *sips the drink and picks up a drinks list to fan herself 

RocketManFL: claps eoo hoo poppy 

Poppy England: *lifts her chin and fans at her neck and chest...... 

D r a z:  woo hoo poppy ,,,,,,,,,,,,      

Poppy England: *smiles* nothing like a bit of bouncing 

RocketManFL: eyes the tiny droplets of moisture, licks lips 

RocketManFL: smiles indeed 

RocketManFL: shes the greatest dancer 

D r a z:    greatest little dancer  

Poppy England: *takes a handful of her hair and twists it up, bareing the back of her 

neck.....fans it with the drinks card 

Poppy England: phew, got to cool down, you gents dont want to see me all flushed! 

RocketManFL: umm whio says? 

RocketManFL: lol 

D r a z:    whistles ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,we dont ? 

Poppy England: ah, men, the eternal mystery 

RocketManFL: lol 

D r a z: vive les diferences 

Poppy England: *laughs* throws open her arms...throws back her head and shimmies 

waiting for that deluge of men...... 

RocketManFL: LOL 

RocketManFL: looks at draz,  

RocketManFL: lol 

D r a z: watches them fall into the cleavage  

Poppy England: *looks down at her cleavage...slips her fingers between the golden 

flesh..... 

RocketManFL: oh the little dvils eh? 

RocketManFL: watches as teh fingers part the cleavage, imahgiunation running 

Poppy England: *swings from side to side, arms wide spread....huge smile on her face 



Poppy England: *picks up her drink* 

RocketManFL: freak out!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Poppy England: *watches Rocket freak out* 

RocketManFL: mayeb you shoudl engage the bass booster draz so it can really be felt 

RocketManFL: smiles 

D r a z:  laffs yes 

Poppy England: *crosses her legs again and sips her drink* 

RocketManFL: with enough dB might be able to vibrate that zip lower too 

D r a z: n  watches  the mound s bounceto the beat  

Poppy England: have to be careful with this dress 

RocketManFL: tapping beat out on bar top smiling at poppy 

RocketManFL: careful is for the faint hearted 

Poppy England: it's moulded to hold my boobs in place 

Poppy England: so if that zip comes down...it's havoc, no bra 

D r a z: let chaos rule  

TimeTraveller_1I'm working my ESP on poppys zipper 

D r a z:  thats the way i like  it 

RocketManFL: we can handle havoc we are professionals 

RocketManFL: uh huh 

Poppy England: its against the rules Draz! you wrote them 

RocketManFL: which means...... 

RocketManFL: lol 

Poppy England: no nipples unless on the stage 

RocketManFL: draws aoutlkif a stage on floor around poppy in chalk 

Poppy England: *laughs* 

Poppy England: *pulls up her zip and cups her breasts to make sure everything is in place 

D r a z:  reaches in and ataches a couple pasties  

RocketManFL: sheesh draz could have let me helop with one at least lol 

Poppy England: *jumps* 

Poppy England: *looks down her dress at the pasties.... 

Poppy England: never seen those before 

RocketManFL: us either, but wowza 

D r a z: they are  twizzlers too   

RocketManFL: grins broadly 

Poppy England: the ones you swing? 

RocketManFL: uh huh 

D r a z: and when you get good   rotate   

Poppy England: good grief 

D r a z: like propellors 

RocketManFL: nyuckj nycuk nycuk 

RocketManFL: yes but exception skils has them rotating i opposite directions 

RocketManFL: wc jake 

Poppy England: I have heard that 

Poppy England: I have to get on now, gents 



D r a z: hugsssssssss  have a great evening poppy  

D r a z:  enjoy dinner  

Poppy England: I will Draz, thanks 

D r a z: see  you soon 

Poppy England: byebye Rocket, TT and Jake 

RocketManFL: ok poppy hugs 

RocketManFL: thanks for the dnamces and great cpmpany 

Poppy England: omg...I like this one too! oh no! 

D r a z: its only 3 minutes  

D r a z:    stick for it  

RocketManFL: lol 

TimeTraveller_1: cya poppy 

Poppy England: *climps up onto the bar..... 

RocketManFL: claps 

TimeTraveller_1: dance white girl! 

D r a z: watches  those  hips as poppy funks it   

RocketManFL: dance to that funky music 

Poppy England: *picks her way along carefully.....and stands in front of Rocket....turning 

then grasping the back of his head...... 

Poppy England: *rolls her hips against his face... 

RocketManFL: mmmm smiles 

RocketManFL: oh my 

RocketManFL: fights hard to remember rules then follwo them 

Poppy England: *lets go and picks her way down to Draz and stands in front of him, legs 

parted..... 

D r a z: woo hoo   

D r a z:    looks up   

Poppy England: *lowers her zip, presses his face into her cleavage and jiggles the soft 

flesh against him......... 

RocketManFL: motor boat! 

D r a z: woo hoo 

Poppy England: *turns, flicks a kick and vaults down off the bar.... 

D r a z:     makes a  brbrbrbrb rbrbrbr  sound  

RocketManFL: eyes the great shaely legs 

RocketManFL: all the wayyyyyyyyyyyy up 

TimeTraveller_1: bat woman! 

Poppy England: right, I'm off....*points to TT* 

RocketManFL: hugs hb poppy 

Poppy England: you got off lightly, you're next time 

D r a z: see  you soon   

TimeTraveller_1: smiles hb! 

Poppy England: **zips up her dress and heads out, swinging her hips* 

 



Poppy England: Ricky!! 

danno_: did i say something funny? lol 

Poppy England: *tosses her hair and shimmies happily.... 

D r a z: ricky marttin singing   

Poppy England: danced to a few of these 

D r a z: yes  you have   in the past  

Poppy England: *grabs the bar and stands up on the rungs of the stool and swings her 

hips from side to side..... 

danno_: watches poppy's cute butt shimmy 

Poppy England: *giggles and sits down again... 

D r a z: winks that  was agood bon bon shakin 

Poppy England: *runs across the room and up onto the stage....grabs a pole and lifts her 

feet, swinging round, hair flying as she moves.... 

danno_: woo hoo 

Poppy England: *hooks a leg around the pole and pushes her hips up against the hard 

metal...starts to arch her back pushing up her breasts....the zip on the front of her dress 

straining...... 

D r a z: smiles watching the  effervescent poppy   shake it all  

Poppy England: *releases her hold on the pole and lets both arms swing back.....hair 

brushing against the stage floor....... 

danno_: excellent timing TT, g'day 

Poppy England: *puls herself up and grasps the pole with both hands......eyes watching 

the men she runs the tip of her tongue down the side of the smooth pole..... 

danno_: if i had a drink i would have almost spilt it then 

Poppy England: *starts to bend her knees....her legs splaying wide, dress riding 

up....giving a glimpse of golden flesh above the stockings......pushes her hips downwards 

with a supple move..... 

Poppy England: *eyes provocative as she still runs her tongue down the pole...... 

D r a z: grins at  the sexy poppy  

TimeTraveller_1: wow poppy puts on a good show  

Poppy England: *pushes up again...hips pushed hard against the pole...one hand grasping 

it...hips grinding as she arches her back again 

danno_: eyes drawn to that band of perfect smooth skin above the top of her stockings 

Poppy England: *swings round the pole and salsas across the dance floor and moves to 

the end of the bar.....vaults up onto her knees...fingertips touching the bar.....hair 

swinging forward......sultry eyes looking the tawny curtain as she pouts at the men with 

her pale pink lips..... 

Poppy England: *rises with an easy movement and raises her hands above her head and 

starts to pick her way along the bar delicately in her black high heels.....swings her hips 

as she moves towards danno.... 

D r a z: eyes  surveying all of poppy   

TimeTraveller_1: and i have a eye full too  

danno_: biting my lips as the gorgeous poppy picks her way along the bar 



Poppy England: *spins on one foot and turns her back to him....grasps hands behind her 

neck and starts to swing her hips from side to side....pushing down........knees  splaying 

wide...her neat backside  pushing down to touch the heels of her shoes....... 

danno_: sitting on my hands as as i watch that perfect cute butt, the blue dress pulled tight against 

it, shimmying in front of my face 

Poppy England: *presses one hand down onto the bar and pushes up her ass, jiggling 

it.....in front of danno..... 

D r a z:   grins  watching   the   great tease  

Poppy England: *grins at danno and slaps one of her butt cheeks with the flat of her 

hand...... 

danno_: resisting the temptation to copy the spank 

Poppy England: *moves, flicking one of her feet back and spinning to move along the 

bar....towards World...arms raised above her head to show her figure to 

perfection....stops in front of him and grins down at him......hand moving towards the zip 

on the front of her dress.... 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: *smiles back up at her* 

Poppy England: *unzips the dress a little to show off some golden cleavage..... 

danno_: eyes follow her sexy form as she moves down the bar 

Poppy England: *leans forward and holds the back of World's head and shimmies her 

cleavage against his face 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: very nice poppy  

D r a z: wipes  the bar watching   the  seductress at work 

Poppy England: *grins down at him  and straightens up.....turns and spins on tiptoe on 

the bar...arms raised, hair flying....the lights of the room catching the metal of the zip at 

the front of her dress...... 

Poppy England: *neatly moves along the bar towards the hard working Draz.....swinging 

her hips.....catching his eye..... 

Poppy England: *stands in front of him, legs parted, dragging her hands up her legs, 

gliding over the nylon stockings..... 

D r a z: grins upat  poppy as  she moves  

Poppy England: *grins and moves from foot to foot swinging her hips.....moving to a 

gentle grind...... 

Poppy England: *grins and raises her leg, hooking it over his broad shoulder....gently 

guiding his head with her hand so his face touches the skin above her stocking tops.... 

D r a z:      smiles watching  the grinding hisp 

Poppy England: *keeps up the grinding move.... 

Poppy England: *then swings her leg away and turns.....shimmies down the bar, keeping 

her hips moving to the heavy rhythm of the music..... 

D r a z:           growls as  poppy moves away    abnd watches  the hips  

Poppy England: *slaps one butt cheek and then the other...... 

Poppy England: *and vaults off the bar* 

Poppy England: *smiles to the men* 

D r a z: stands and applauds ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,Bravo  poppy !! 



WorldMadeOfCardboard: indeed 

D r a z: great  dancing   

danno_: excellent poppy. applauds!!!!! 

Poppy England: *bows, smiling* 

Poppy England: hope you all enjoyed.... 

WorldMadeOfCardboard: certainly did 

danno_: takes a cheeky peek at her cleavage as she bows lol 

D r a z:    we all did  ,,,,,,,,  could see  you did  

Poppy England: *returns to her seat and picks up her drink....takes a large sip* 

Poppy England: you know me, I love to dance 

D r a z:  smiles  ,,,,,,,,,,,,  and   you do it so well  

danno_: well, no wonder, you are a great dancer 

Rickity1234: evening all 

Poppy England: *flicks back her hair and leaves her zip down a little to cool off.... 

 

Kelli and Lauren 

Lauren C: Smiles leaning to the side giving Kelli a kiss on the lips 

kelli-: dances down the floor .. closing mouths as I move down infront of the bar  

kelli-: circles back around to Lauren to collect my kiss 

Lauren C: Smiles loving the kiss 

kelli-: hands on the arms of her chair, arms straight down .. 1/2 tank sagging again .. 

moves my bumm to the beat as I make out with her 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Kelli's bum 

danno_: holds up my "10" card 

kelli-: stands up .. spins.. dances to the new song 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: whistles  

kelli-: working the hips as I move 

kelli-: skin tight yoga pants sticking like they are glued on  

kelli-: hands high over my head pulling up the bottom of the small, slightly baggy 1/2 

tank top 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: tries not to drool 

kelli-: hips swivel  

Lauren C: Sipping my water watching Kelli place the room under her spell 

kelli-: heel pounds out the beat on the floor 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: that's quiet the view 

danno_: mmm hmmm 

kelli-: does a little Irish Jig like dance  

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: dancing between puckie and the ever quiet GG 



Bearstormwhisperingwoods: enjoys the view 

greygriffin20: watches with a smile* 

kelli-: plants my feet apart .. leans forward .. shimmies my shoulders  

kelli-: turns and smiles @ Draz as the music changes  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

puckhound3000:    

D r a z: smiles up at kelli   

kelli-: workin it hard to the steady beat 

kelli-: hair flying .. short tank top moving with me  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watching the bounce 

kelli-: leans back .. shimmies and shakes 

kelli-: hair hanging down inback of me 

Lauren C: Gosh she is just amazing I think watching Kelli 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: she does a great job Lauren 

danno_: thinking the same thing lauren 

kelli-: looks down at danno and bear  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: winks at Kelli and smiles 

kelli-: works my hips as I slowly turn  

kelli-: leans forward .. feet apart 

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat  

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: wildlittle woman indeed  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: thinks to myself yummy 

kelli-: smiles ..  

kelli-: shoulders bounce to the heavy beat  

kelli-: a couple other things bounce along with my shoulders 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yes yes they are 

D r a z: naughty little girl ............and we like it that way  

danno_: yes we do 

kelli-: the hard points showing plainly through the 1/2 tank material  

kelli-: prancing down the bar .. stops infront of draz  

kelli-: stands, feet apart .. looking stright into his eyes 

D r a z: looks up 

kelli-: hands move over the exposed midriff  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: hips rolling up .. thrust..  

D r a z: smiles looking at the taut  midriff  as the hispps move  

kelli-: that song is just too short LOL 

Lauren C: Smiles at th guys gathered around the bar,  then up watching Kelli 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: mezed from the sway 

kelli-: slowly turns infront of Draz.. hands move up my body.. moves to the slower beat  

kelli-: hips swivel and roll  



Lauren C: Tapping my foot to the beat 

D r a z: watches  those hips   

kelli-: plants my feet .. slightly apart .. legs stiff ...  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: glances over at Lauren 

kelli-: slowly leans forward facing the crowd  

D r a z:      tapping my hand on the bar    as i look up the slim body  

kelli-: hands move slowly up my legs from my knees up my thighs  

kelli-: hips sway 

danno_: looks down the bar 

kelli-: slowly working it 

kelli-: left hand moves up to my hip while the right hand moves up the inside of my thigh 

and over the center  

kelli-: thrusting .. holding on  

D r a z: smiles watchingb the hands      caress 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches intently 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder and winks @ Draz  

D r a z:  winks back  to kelli  

kelli-: slowly licks my lips 

Lauren C: Smiles at Draz, winks at Kelli, letting her know the incredible job  she is doing 

kelli-: does the MJ thrust with my hand holding my crotch  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: squirms watching Kelly lick her lips 

kelli-: soft smile as the music fades 

kelli-: does the "stroll" down the bar  

D r a z: smiles back at lauren     and watches kelli stroll   the bar   

kelli-: stops infront of Lauren  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: waits to see what happens 

kelli-: feet apart.. weight shifts left left right right ..  

kelli-: watching her eyes 

Lauren C: Not so shy this time looking up licking my lips 

kelli-: hands "sing" the song  

kelli-: kiss the air  

Lauren C: My eyes moving slowly up her legs tummy chest to her eyes 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: fans my face a little woo 

danno_: sends out an order for a "20" card 

kelli-: steps across to the arm rests of Laurens chair 

kelli-: rocks my hips  

kelli-: looks straight down at Lauren 

Lauren C: My hands holding her calves looking up at the lovely Kelli 

kelli-: working my hips 

Lauren C: swaying a little in my seat to the beat  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watching both hips wiggle oh my 

kelli-: leans forward .. slowly shimmies to the slow rhythm 

kelli-: hair falls down  

Lauren C: Leaning forward taking in the grace of Kelli's dance 



D r a z:     grins watching the two girls  

kelli-: moves down and sits on laurens lap .. facing her .. legs around her 

kelli-: fingers brush back my hair 

danno_: shifts on my stool a little 

Lauren C: Leans forward brushing her body with mine 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: oh to be in the middle of that 

kelli-: hips rock and roll to the beat  

kelli-: grinding  

kelli-: leaning back  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: damn it I said that out loud 

Lauren C: Hands holding Kelli's back as she moves 

kelli-: back farther 

kelli-: out straight 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up  

Lauren C: Leaning forward letting my hair brush her thighs 

kelli-: rolls off backward to my feet  

Lauren C: Smiles leaning back in my hair taking a drink of my water  

D r a z: smiles watching the  girls  

kelli-: slowly does the "stroll" down the floor infront of the boys 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: looks at Kelli watching her every move and sway 

kelli-: stands infront of them .. swaying .. moving to the music 

kelli-: shakes my finger  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: grins 

D r a z:  sings  along  .........if you wanna be bad  you gotta be good  

kelli-: breaks into a dance  

kelli-: sexy little moves  

kelli-: shakin my bootay  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watching that  booty shake 

kelli-: workin it 

danno_: think kelli overheated my pal connection 

Lauren C: Turning in my seat to watch the grace and skill of Kelli 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: unbuttons my collar on my shirt 

kelli-: leaning into Danno  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: getting a little warm 

kelli-: smiles..  

kelli-: fans him  

danno_: smiles, feeling the cool air 

kelli-: ut oh ... Draz wants so wild action  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

danno_: wd draz 

kelli-: gets into the song 

kelli-: lifting legs high  

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 



D r a z: hotter than hell 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: yep 

kelli-: wiggles shimmies and shakes  

kelli-: parts moving in all directions 

danno_: wooo hooo 

kelli-: slowly turning .. dancing hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: leans back .. one foot high.. air guitar 

Lauren C: Clapping along with the beat 

D r a z: watches  ..... at the wild dancer   

kelli-: tosses the air guitar to Draz 

kelli-: working the rhythm hard 

D r a z: catches it and slides it under the bar  

danno_: tapping my hands on the bar, beating out the rythym 

kelli-: works down the bar  

kelli-: hair whipping the air 

kelli-: wild dance 

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: whew 

danno_: applauds vigourously 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: claps loudly 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: standing ovation 

Lauren C: Standing giving a whisle an clappng  

kelli-: moves over the the edge of the bar  

danno_:        

kelli-: takes a drink from my water  

Lauren C:      

D r a z: BRAVO   kelli   ,,,,,,,,,  smiles  wel done 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: well done 

kelli-: thanks everyone 

 

kelli-: motor runs to the new song 

danno_: cheers draz, and i don't care how dorky they look, as long as i can see the two 

hotties 

kelli-: shoulders sway  

kelli-: smiles @ the song 

kelli-: bringing back memories  

Lauren C: Swaying moving to the song the beat the energy of it  

kelli-: working the tune 

kelli-: mouthing the words like I did in a vid soooo long ago  

Lauren C: Moving to the beat, hair moving side to side as i sit  

kelli-: left left right right .. swaying 

D r a z: smiles watching the twoanimated girls  



kelli-: mouthing words 

kelli-: holding the "mic"  

danno_: smiles at kelli and lauren, we could always hit the dancefloor? confident my 

dorky windscreen wiper glasses will seal the deal 

Lauren C: My hands over my silk blouse toying with the bottons 

kelli-: just remembering something I did to that song, back in the day Danno 

danno_: lol ok 

danno_: doesn't need three guesses 

Lauren C: Swaying one the two bottons of my blouse undone 

kelli-: mmm Draz .. LOL 

danno_: i'll just sit here like a good boy 

danno_: g'day grey 

kelli-: looks down at my short tank top with the shoulder straps and no buttons 

Lauren C: Opening the last of the bottons, as the blouse hangs, and exposing the black 

lace bra 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: restains myself .. the stripper music making it .. hard  

D r a z: smiles as the bra has trouble coontaining the breast  

Lauren C: Sliding it off letting it hang on the back of me seat, standing swaying to the 

blues beat my hips moving right left right left  

Lauren C: Fingers sliding up and down the side of the above the knee skirt 

danno_: says g'day to garret without taking my eyes off lauren lol 

garrett523: heya kelli... how are you, my friend? 

Lauren C: Moving along the bar, slow struting stes in my heels the skirt riding up some 

showing my thighs, breasts bouncing in just the bra 

garrett523: *smiles to lauren* hello 

Lauren C: Getting to the end of the bar, turning on my heels struting back down the floor 

fingers playing with the skirt zipper 

D r a z: watches  as laurens  breasts  jiggle in the bra   as she strutts  

greygriffin20: *tilts head watching laurens movements* 

kelli-: watching intently 

Lauren C: Getting to Danno, moving behind his seat my breast and bra brushing his neck 

an back, giving his cheek a long soft kiss 

danno_: feels the tingle shoot thru me as the kiss lands on my cheek 

garrett523: ok... lol 

Lauren C: Hair around us, giving his cheek another kiss, my chest one last brush along his 

back,  Moving to the next seat as i slip the skirt off now wearing my bra, panties 

stockings and heels moving closer to Kelli 

D r a z: watches kelli  try  to sit still 

danno_: shifts on my seat 

kelli-: can feel the presents behind me 

kelli-: must be the heat 

Lauren C: Hands on the back of Kelli's seat leaning into her back my hair brushing her 

face and shoulders 



danno_: turning on my stool to watch 

kelli-: slowly looks up  

Lauren C: My chest and breasts pushing into Kelli's back brushing her cheek with my 

cheek 

kelli-: leans back .. kissing Laurens throat  

kelli-: opening my mouth  

kelli-: teeth scrape gently across her skin  

kelli-: low growl  

Lauren C: Moans a little, my hands aling her arms breathing arching my chest into her 

kelli-: licks up to her chin .. the sux her chin 

danno_: gives a silent prayer of thanks to the pal gods for not F%^ing around with my 

connection just now 

Lauren C: Arching my neck, whimpers some then turning Kelli's chair to face me leaning 

down to her my hair covering our faces as I gvie her a deep slow kiss 

kelli-: tongue buried to her tonsils  

Lauren C: Fingers touching her cheek tirlting my head kissing deep and deeper with Kelli 

garrett523: see if this works now 

danno_: gulps as i watch the kiss deepen 

kelli-: it's working LMAO 

garrett523: good timing... lol 

Lauren C: My breasts hanging down as I lean into the kiss 

kelli-: wrong connection  

kelli-: sucking Laurens tongue  

Lauren C: Breaking the kiss, licking my lips eyes locked hard to Kellis 

garrett523: *watching kelli and lauren with a smile 

kelli-: smiles back up at Lauren .. better kewl it down in here before we give these boys 

the .. right... idea  

Lauren C: Smiles, moving over taking my seat in my bra panties stockings and heels 

garrett523: you're giving us something alright... 

Lauren C: Sitting at the bar resting my hand on Kelli's knee 

 

kelli-: makes my chair spin slowly 

Master_joe: this is kelli's song 

D r a z: shes a naughtly little girl and we like it that way ,,looking at kelli  

kelli-: jumps down to the floor  

Master_joe: lol 

kelli-: sways my body ...  

Clay McCain: hard to change into anything when dirty starts to sway 

dirtyrpgirl: woho kelli !!! 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: working the beat  

Master_joe: couild be dg song too 



paveduck: mmm a kelli dance! 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to joe 

kelli-: hips swivel and the rhythm pounds 

Clay McCain: oh this another one of those songs written about dirty...love it 

Master_joe: donlt know Lauren enough for an opinion 

dirtyrpgirl: lol clay 

kelli-: prances down to Joe 

Clay McCain: must be "dirty" songs sing a long night 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hips snap as i watch kelli 

Master_joe: 6 in pumps...def kelli 

kelli-: hands high .. leans back  

Master_joe: mmm prande here  

Master_joe: prance 

kelli-: thrusting hips to the beat  

Lauren C: Oh, watching Kelli, glancing around the room, noticing the other women does 

not leave, so guessing is ok if I stay as well 

dirtyrpgirl: always lauren.......smiles 

Clay McCain: you better Lauren....smiles 

kelli-: slowly turning .. working my ass 

Clay McCain: stay that is 

paveduck: <<takes a seat next to lauren.  "We'd prefer it if you stayed." 

Master_joe: mmm work it girl 

kelli-: why would you leave Lauren  

Lauren C: Smiles thank you Duck was not sure  

dirtyrpgirl: reaching for my drink.....sippin on the straw...swaying to the tune as i watch 

kelli 

kelli-: works it hard and the music cuts 

dirtyrpgirl: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: got ta know the bernard allison song girl...... 

paveduck: Oh, you're always welcome here.  Can i get you a drink? 

Master_joe: work it girl 

Lauren C: I will take another sparkling water please 

Clay McCain: makes it back from changing....these jeans are too tight, but I don't mind 

the white t-shirt too much. 

kelli-: works between Joe and Puckie 

dirtyrpgirl: looks good on ya clay.....smiles 

paveduck: Draz, a sparkling water for the lady with the sparkling eyes 

Master_joe: mmm lucky  us 

Clay McCain: ty dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's hun 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool sparkling  water...  pours 

into a shaker with with some ground ice.. shakes vigorously .......strains  and pours into a 

tall glass over a twist of lime ...slides it over to lauren   *winks 

kelli-: does a crazy little wiggle  



Clay McCain: hey, I've been upgraded to wiggle....smiles 

Lauren C: Smiles brite, thank you Draz 

puckhound3000: that's a wiggle i an always enjoy 

Master_joe: wiggle 

kelli-: plays a little air guitar  

Lauren C:    She does have a good wiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah she does 

paveduck: A very good wiggle 

paveduck: and bounce. 

kelli-: sways to the slower song 

Master_joe: slow fast  we like it 

D r a z: watches  those hips sway  

Lauren C: Glancing around notcing the guys giving her their undivided attention 

kelli-: hands on hips.. upper body moves left left right right 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

greygriffin20: tis true 

Master_joe: i had to listen again..lol 

greygriffin20: *nods* 

dirtyrpgirl: lol joe 

D r a z:  kellis  dress >>> http://www.yandy.com/Cinch-Side-Beach-Dress.php 

paveduck: <<whispers to Lauren, "I don't buy a lady a drink, then forget her."  He gives 

her a peck on the cheek 

kelli-: slowly turning .. hands high .. dress riding high on the thighs  

greygriffin20: woohoo kelli 

Clay McCain: oh I do like that on her Draz 

Master_joe: nice dress 

dirtyrpgirl: i love that dress!!!! 

D r a z: watches   those hip    as the dress ride up   

kelli-: shakes my ass.. double time to the beat  

Lauren C: My eyes large, that dress leaves nothing to the imaganation 

Clay McCain: yesssss 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles .. leaning forward  

Clay McCain: oh I'm imagining 

Master_joe: sittin g on  hands 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

Master_joe: Funk me 

kelli-: working my hips and ass double time 

Clay McCain: dirty you'd look good in one of those....winks 

Master_joe: till you hit the spot 



kelli-: dirty would look good out of it too  

Clay McCain: oh yesss 

Master_joe: mmm  

dirtyrpgirl: i think so too clay...love the sexy pattern 

dirtyrpgirl: lol kelli 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmm such a sexy tune 

kelli-: slow .. stroll down the floor toward Lauren  

Master_joe:    

Master_joe: Lucky lauren 

Lauren C: Playing with my hair, blushing looking up 

kelli-: dancing a slow, sexy little vamp infront of her 

paveduck: very lucky lauren 

Lauren C: Looking down then up yet again 

kelli-: stands facing Lauren, feet apart .. legs straight .. hands moving up my body  

Lauren C: Eyes wide, bitting my lip, blushing deep red, glancing side to side yet finding i 

do like the dance  

Clay McCain: these pants can't take too much more tightness....I'm going to have to look 

away for bit, whew 

kelli-: flips my hair back, head back .. working my hips to the beat  

dirtyrpgirl: lol clay 

greygriffin20: hehe 

Clay McCain: and when I look the other way....there's dirty....whew 

Lauren C: Chewing my lip, eyes following Kelli's hands, catching the sent of purfume or 

body wash 

kelli-: hips slowly swivel  

kelli-: smiles at Clay.. he's trapped  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to clay......giving a cute wink 

Clay McCain: I get caught everytime....but I'm learning to love it...grins 

mayhem_greg: back 

dirtyrpgirl: god,i love these tunes draz 

Lauren C: Chest heaving glancing away yet eyes drawn back finger toying with my hair 

nerviously 

dirtyrpgirl: wb greg....smiles 

mayhem_greg: ty drg 

kelli-: moves in closer to Lauren  

greygriffin20: enjoying watching kelli tease lauren* 

kelli-: body making slinky little S moves to the slow blusey rhythm  

Lauren C: Looking up at Kelli, replacing a finger nail with my lip as i nipple on it blushing  

kelli-: giggles.. flipping the p's upside down  

dirtyrpgirl: sits back on the side of the barstool clay is on.......the tight,low rise jean 

shorts i have on....tight and snug as i squirm to the tune........swaying my head left to 

right to the tune....my "girls"jiggle in the pink LAB tank top i have on 

D r a z: grins wtching  the dance   to the sexy sax  



Lauren C: Chewing my lip, looking up into Kelli's amazing eyes, stammering you are so 

pretty 

Clay McCain: oh mmmmy, I'm so in trouble...but it's a gooood kind of trouble.....my eyes 

are glued to her every curve 

kelli-: walks my fingers up Laurens arm rests to just short of her elbows  

kelli-: leans on the arm rests  

kelli-: eyes lock on Laurens 

Lauren C: Mouth dry more then a little trembeling, looking at the finger on my arm then 

around the room then eyes drawen to Kelli's 

kelli-: the shortness of the wrap now much shorter  

D r a z: winks  dirty    ,,,you can ask for this list anytie    you like  

kelli-: bottoms of my cheeks exposed  

dirtyrpgirl: i know draz....just so enjoying them right now.....these are good blues!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya cynnamin......smiles 

Lauren C: The feel of her so close, the excitment the other seeing this all causing my body 

to flush 

kelli-: climbs onto Laurens seat on my knees .. on on each side of her thighs .. swivels my 

hips .. my long hair eveloping Lauren 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hair in a pnotytail,letting drape over my left shoulder,as i let my 

left index finger trace to clay's shoulder......as i move the the sultry sounds 

cynnamin delight: please, a martini 

paveduck: <<pays draz for cynn's drink 

Master_joe: i want to be  girl next life 

Clay McCain: mmmmm dirty.....you do know how to drive me crazy darlin 

cynnamin delight: smooths the yellow silks as she slides onto a barstool to await the 

drink 

Lauren C: My hands grip the sides of my chair tight, the hair a shield hiding my red face, 

the feeling over me all consuming  

dirtyrpgirl: do i clay?...giggles 

D r a z: Adds shaved ice to a cocktail shaker.... Pours in 2 oz Grey Goose Vodka  & 1/4 oz 

Noilly Pratt Dry Vermouth .... Give One quick shake , Adds in a dash orange bitters... 

another quick shake ...Strains and pours into a chilled martini glass....Garnishes with two 

olives...... slides the Dry Martini  accross to cynnamnin on a LAB coaster *winks 

cynnamin delight: thank you both 

dirtyrpgirl: these kind of blues...just warms me up 

Clay McCain: well, I have some evidence, but I don't want to call too much attention to it, 

lol 

kelli-: leans down .. inches from Laurens face  

dirtyrpgirl: lol clay 

Clay McCain: I like you warmed up...smiles 

Clay McCain: so warm away 

Lauren C: Looking up, feeling her very breath on my skin 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm.......smiles and kisses your earlobe 

kelli-: licks my lips slowly as my body sways 



D r a z: tills the bills from duck  

paveduck: You're quite welcome cynn.   

cynnamin delight: takes the drink and walks over to join Duck, turns and settles upon his 

lap after again smoothing the form fitting yellow silks 

Clay McCain: mmmmm....lets my fingers brush along your hip and upper leg 

paveduck: <<wraps his arms around the yellow-clad lady and smiles into her eyes.  

"Been a while." 

D r a z: profile needed fereg  

cynnamin delight: It has been, and I always enjoy seeing you 

Lauren C: Breathing deep, mouth never this dry before, chest heaving and not wanting it 

to end ever  

paveduck: And i definitely enjoy seeing you.  He gives her a soft kiss on her cheek. 

kelli-: whispers to Lauren .. welcum to LAB .. plants a tiny kiss on her nose and jumps 

down to the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: decides to slide over and sit on clays lap...hiding the "evidence".leaning my 

back to him as i put my wedge sandals to the edge of the bartop 

cynnamin delight: smiles, then places a very soft kiss upon his lips 

dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooooooooo kelli !!!!...now THATS a warm welcum!!!! 

Lauren C: Wiggles then touching my nose, a shaking hand taking the water and gulping it 

down 

paveduck: kisses her back while his hand caresses along her thigh 

greygriffin20: woohoo    

kelli-: dancing back down the floor .. wiggles and jiggles.. jerky little dance 

Master_joe: yess  mm 

cynnamin delight: looks down a moment as he finds the slit along the right side of the 

silks and feels the hand upon my equally silken leg 

D r a z: watches as kelli dances away from  lauren  

Clay McCain: lets my arms wrap around dirty's waist as she leans back......I think you're 

making the evidence grow....smiles...and whew 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder at Lauren and winks .. wiggles my ass to the beat  

Lauren C: Knowing my face is still read and heat is just coming off it in waves 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and bounces some in clay's lap....ohh i guess i am 

paveduck: <<whispers to Cynnamin, "Nice dress you have here," as his fingers continue 

to trace random patterns on her silky smooth leg. 

kelli-: stops infront of Clay and DG.. does a crazy lil dance 

Clay McCain: groans slightly with the bouncing.....but with a big smile on my face 

Clay McCain: oh mmmmmy mercyyyyy 

cynnamin delight: I always wear my silks when I come here.  It is only a matter of what 

color to choose and how long they stay on if I dance 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my finger to clay's chin....lookie here.....turning your face to kelli as 

she dances 

Lauren C: Gathering myself, then getting the nerve up again to glance back over to Kelli 

kelli-: moves back against the bar 



paveduck: It's a lovely color on you 

kelli-: slow .. fluid moves  

Clay McCain: oh myyyy....oops there goes another zipper....ahhhh 

cynnamin delight: Thank you, I like it as well 

dirtyrpgirl: as my body sways to the tune...my eyes stay glued to kelli's moves 

Clay McCain: you better stay close dirty 

greygriffin20: *watches kelli intently* woots 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles asi feel squirm underneath me 

Clay McCain: looking intently at kelli as she sways 

kelli-: leaning back against the bar .. looks upside down at Draz  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya evander...smiles 

paveduck: <whispers something to cynn 

D r a z: turns my head to the side and waves to kelli  

cynnamin delight: ~ turns to listen, leans a little to him ~ 

kelli-: pushing myself up on the bar on my back  

Clay McCain: I think I'm being double teamed 

evandergrey: How is everyone... 

cynnamin delight: smiles and giggles to the whisper 

kelli-: slinky moves to the very slow beat  

dirtyrpgirl: doing great evander, thanks..just enjoyng another sexy night in 

Ann's.......you? 

paveduck: Since his lips are right there, he nibbles at cynn's ear. 

evandergrey: Oh, I am hoping it will be quite entertaining for alll RP. 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: rolls up to my feet  

dirtyrpgirl: it always is for me evander....winks 

D r a z: rock me all night long  

kelli-: spins.. works my hips .. the wrap getting shorter  

Master_joe: sipn spin 

Clay McCain: mmm, feeling dirty roll them hips and seeing kelli work hers leaves a man 

with a good feeling...smiles 

kelli-: slow .. strut like walk down the bar to Draz 

evandergrey: Hello Cynn, how is your evening? 

D r a z: watches as kelli approached  

cynnamin delight: Quite well Evander, and how is yours ? 

Lauren C: Watching finally not a brite red anylonges 

greygriffin20: hehe 

kelli-: looking down at Draz .. slowly making slinky S moves with my body  

dirtyrpgirl: my head moves slowy as kelli walks down the top of the bar......my body 

moving to clays lap........... 

Lauren C: Wounders if the guys get as red as me sucking an ice cube 

evandergrey: Not bad, can I buy you a drink to close off the weekend, Cynn?   

kelli-: leans forward .. hands on my thights above my knees  

D r a z:  smiles  blood flows down hill  here   



cynnamin delight: Thank you Evander but I already have one 

Clay McCain: making my hips move a bit to the beat to 

dirtyrpgirl: fnally my lips graz clays cheek,kissing it again,leaving a red lipstick smear as i 

move with the kiss 

paveduck: draz, is the treehouse available? 

evandergrey: That will make it harder to use that as an ice breaker 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my thighs as my body moves  

D r a z:  sure is duck ,,,,,,,,,,,reaches for the key and passes it over to  duck 

cynnamin delight: I appreciate the gesture, perhaps another time ? 

D r a z: evening webster  

Clay McCain: mmmmmm.....that girl knows how to get to a man fast....and slow...whew 

dirtyrpgirl: your timing,is off a tad,evander...giggles 

mayhem_greg: watches kelli 

websterace3: evening Draz 

cynnamin delight: rises from his lap and turns offers my hand to Duck 

paveduck: Takes the lady's hand, kisses her, and leads her upstairs 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing webs cheek ,as i take the rose, and put it behind my left ear....thankya 

sweety....smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya rocker!!!!...hugsssssssssssss 

kelli-: slips the bottom of the wrap up as my hands rise up my body exposing a tiny 

thongs bikini bottom  

cynnamin delight: follows at his side and moves up the stairs with him 

dirtyrpgirl: have fun duckie....you twoo cynnamin!!!! 

websterace3: heads to my booth 

evandergrey: takes a look at Lauren to see what she is doing as he grabs a scotch from 

the bar 

mayhem_greg: very nice kelli 

greygriffin20: *watches as kelli reveals her bikini bottoms* woohoo 

Lauren C: I am recovering from what I must think is my first ever lap dance 

kelli-: slowly turning .. hips rotating to the new music .. looking over at Lauren and 

winking 

dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooo lauren!!! 

D r a z:  watches as evander nicks a scotch  

greygriffin20: and pretty awesome one at that 

dirtyrpgirl: lol draz 

Master_joe: and you got it from the best 

websterace3: hi Rocket 

evandergrey: Draz, it is goo stuff you should try some.   

evandergrey: Evander buys a round for the room 

Lauren C: Well Grey nothing to compair it to, but was incrediable experence yes 

D r a z:  pickpockets  evander  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,   

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: howdy gang 

D r a z: tills the payemnet  

dirtyrpgirl: hiya bears!!!...smiles 



greygriffin20: nods* 

mayhem_greg: hi bear 

D r a z: I serve the stuff 

kelli-: slowly turning ..  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: Hey dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: wohooooooooo draz!!!!...lmao...good move!!! 

websterace3: watches Kelli 

evandergrey: tips Draz 

D r a z:   slipsthe extras in the tilland whistles  

kelli-: struts down the bar, letting the wrap fall into it's place  

mayhem_greg: can i get a bottle water draz 

D r a z:  smiles and watches the dress cling to kelli  

kelli-: stops infront of Lauren  

websterace3: whistles at Kelli 

D r a z:  passes a cold water  to   greg  

kelli-: winks at web and smiles 

Master_joe: uh oh 

websterace3: winks back  

evandergrey: Moves over towards Lauren "I suppose there is a first time for everything" 

and watches as Kelli is near both of them 

mayhem_greg: takes his water and goes to a seat in the corner and watches kelli 

dirtyrpgirl: shifting to sit on the bar, in front 

 

Kelli- 

kelli-: hops off my chair in my upper thigh length tshirt  

Crossing the Rub1con: looking on with great interest 

kelli-: heel pounding the floor to the beat  

Al_dente_: <always admired those thighs 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: dancing a wild dance to Chicago  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: spins 

Crossing the Rub1con: whistling 

kelli-: bend at the waist .. wiggles my tush to the rhythm 

kelli-: slows  

pvclucygirl: watching the sexi kelli dance 

Al_dente_: those taught thigh muscles 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: same beat  

kelli-: same tempo 

kelli-: works TD 

kelli-: sways left left right right 



kelli-: stands infront of the boys 

kelli-: winks @ Lucy 

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kelli-: bends forward at waist  

kelli-: shoulders sway to the beat  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

Crossing the Rub1con: hands lucy a wad of cash to go tip kelli while she dances 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the hands 

kelli-: looks puzzled at rub1 

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: slinky S moves  

Al_dente_: nice profile view..... 

pvclucygirl: hehe, counts all the dollar bills, this could take a while 

Al_dente_: lol Lucy 

kelli-: flashes a little white thong @ rub1 

Al_dente_: you might even get a lap dance with all that cash! 

Crossing the Rub1con: staring attentively at the white thong 

kelli-: pleanty of room for the bills  

pvclucygirl: leans over, slips a few bills in the lil white thong as kelli falshes rub1 

kelli-: pulls the t back down  

Crossing the Rub1con: watching as lucy makes good use of the dollar bills 

kelli-: asks Al .. why did rub1 give the bills to Lucy ????  

kelli-: pounds my heel on the bar to the beat  

kelli-: thrusting my hips left left right right 

Al_dente_: perhaps he likes seeing girl on girl interation 

kelli-: hmm.. didn't think of that 

kelli-: winks @ Lucy and giggles 

kelli-: spins .. hands high  

pvclucygirl: slips a few more down the back of the skimpy white thong, letting my fingers trail 

against her smooth firm cheeks 

kelli-: moves my hips to the beat 

Al_dente_: hmmm even I like that Lucy! 

kelli-: feels Lucys fingers  

touchdown366: watching both of them 

kelli-: smiles and wiggles harder  

kelli-: head moving left right left right 

kelli-: dancing hard  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmie shimmie 

kelli-: smiles as Al eyes shimmie with me 

pvclucygirl: tucking the bills in 

Al_dente_: they are trying to keep up 

pvclucygirl: hard to keep my hands on the thong as she dances for Al 

kelli-: slows it down a little  



pvclucygirl: giggles 

pvclucygirl: slips another bill in the front of the thong 

Al_dente_: you can tug it as much as you like Lucy 

Al_dente_: provides nice views 

touchdown366: see both having fun from the booth 

Al_dente_: both... all of us  

kelli-: kneels on the bar near everyone 

kelli-: body sways  

Al_dente_: notices the thin material has taken on the shape of the wearer 

kelli-: working the tune  

kelli-: hands on legs just above my knees  

kelli-: slowly moves the material up  

kelli-: over the thong  

kelli-: ties it up under my boobs  

kelli-: hands move high ..  

kelli-: thrusting to the beat  

kelli-: twists left right left right 

kelli-: hips swivel  

Al_dente_: watches the hips twisting 

kelli-: leans back .. thrusting 

pvclucygirl: smiles, taking a wad of the bills rubi left, sliding them down kelli's tight abs, and ticking 

then in at the front of her skimpy thong as she swivels and twists 

kelli-: thrusts against Lucys hand 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: leans forward on my knees  

Al_dente_: wathes Lucy's smile as kelli thrusts 

pvclucygirl: hands the rest of the bills to Al and td so they can add them 

kelli-: give Lucy a kiss .. thanks  

pvclucygirl: welcome i smile, returning the kiss 

kelli-: rolls on the bar  

kelli-: onto my back  

Al_dente_: takes the bills from lucy.. kisses here on the cheek... 

kelli-: legs pull up 

kelli-: feet flat on the bar  

kelli-: thrusting hard  

kelli-: higher and higher  

kelli-: feet and shoulders on the bar .. thrusting hard 

kelli-: watches all the eyes watch me 

Al_dente_: and that they do.... 

touchdown366: watches kelli working it nicely 

Al_dente_: imagination running wild as the hips thrust 

pvclucygirl: sits on my stool watching intently 



kelli-: kicks one leg then the other up and rolls over my head to my feet .. dancing wildly 

on the bar  

kelli-: hands out... body gyrates .. hair flying 

kelli-: spins .. wild dance 

touchdown366: thinking kelli is safe dancing as im locked in my booth 

Al_dente_: wathes as the bills Lucy tucked in fall to the floor.. making room for more 

Al_dente_: don't be too sure td 

kelli-: grins as my body flies around the bar 

kelli-: stops 

pvclucygirl: the white thong looking so hot against her lightly tanned skin, her amazing body on the 

bar 

Al_dente_: eyes follow Kelli as she dances wildly 

kelli-: moves to the new beat  

kelli-: a little two step to the edge of the bar infront of Al and Lucy 

Al_dente_: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: smiles  

pvclucygirl: go on Al, spend some of those dollars i gave you lol 

kelli-: steps across to the arms of Als chair 

kelli-: one foot on each side 

Al_dente_: gulps.... 

kelli-: dancing to the easy beat 

Al_dente_: those gorgeous legs...... 

Al_dente_: lokks up... and....... 

kelli-: looks down at Al.. looking up at .. me 

kelli-: sways 

Al_dente_: that thin triangle .... 

kelli-: hips swaying .. hands move high .. stretching my body  

Al_dente_: reaches up with more bills 

Al_dente_: pulls out the top of the triange and pokes a few bills in there 

kelli-: bends my knees to allow Al to tuck the bills in  

pvclucygirl: watches 

kelli-: brushing his cheek with my knee  

Al_dente_: hmm tucks a few more in the side 

kelli-: then the other  

kelli-: bends knees deeper so my thong is .. close  

Al_dente_: wiggles in my chair to adjust 

Al_dente_: leans forward.... soooooo close 

kelli-: bends deeper.. pulling his head against my tummie as my hips thrust to the slow 

rhythm  

kelli-: smiles  

Al_dente_: hmmmm my mouth in just the right place..... thinks about it.... 

touchdown366: you need cpr Al lol 

kelli-: pulls out the side of the tiny triangle to allow him to tuck some bills  

Al_dente_: not right now thanks 



Al_dente_: hesitates.. admiring the view..... 

pvclucygirl: tries to peek 

kelli-: slowly moves to the beat  

Al_dente_: slowly tucks a few bills..... 

kelli-: winks @ Lucy 

kelli-: squats low and kisses al with lots of tongue 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  tongues dance 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor  

kelli-: wiggles my ass at Al as I dance  

kelli-: moves over to Lucy 

Al_dente_: thinks about cpr... decides a hat would be more useful 

pvclucygirl: smiles 

kelli-: back up to her chair and leans back against her 

Al_dente_: eyes follow as kelli has her eyes on Lucy 

kelli-: pushing my hair to one side  

pvclucygirl: feels her back slide against my latex dress 

pvclucygirl: helping her flick her hair to one side 

pvclucygirl: slides my hands down her sides 

kelli-: slowly moves to the rhythm against her body 

kelli-: takes her hands and wraps them around my hips  

Al_dente_: watches as the latex dress moves higher up Lucy's legs 

pvclucygirl: letting my nails gently drag over her tight tummy as she moves 

pvclucygirl: then grabbing her hips as he hands guide mine 

kelli-: mmmmmmmm as I gently suck her throat  

Al_dente_: watches.. knowing what Lucy does not wear under her dress 

touchdown366: i gently faint watching 

kelli-: slowly guiding one hand low across my tummie just above the V shaped thong 

Al_dente_: watches as Lucy's fingers slide across kellis tummy 

pvclucygirl: the tips of my fingers sliding over the super smooth skin just above the hem of the lil 

white thong 

kelli-: pulls up to my feet .. does a sexy little slinky dance  

pvclucygirl: grins, as she pulls away from my touch 

kelli-: swings my hips in tight circles to the sexy song 

kelli-: hands slowly move over my body  

Al_dente_: such a tease 

kelli-: over my hips  

kelli-: slight thrusts as i cup my thong  

kelli-: my other hand cupping my breast  

kelli-: rolling the hard nip through the thin white material  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: head back.. eyes close .. thrusting harder  

Al_dente_: watches.. sort of holding my breath 

Al_dente_: having to remember to breathe 

kelli-: the ring finger between my legs pressing slightly into the crease of the camel toe  



  *** Master_joe has joined the room *** 

pvclucygirl: giggles, watching Al struggle 

kelli-: moves slowly up  

kelli-: bites my bottom lip 

Al_dente_: follows the finger 

kelli-: opens my eyes part way  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: looks over at Joe  

Master_joe: just watching     

kelli-: as he sits in a chair next to Lucy 

Master_joe:    

Al_dente_: well might your eyes bulge joe.. and that won't be all.... 

kelli-: slow sexy stroll over to Joe 

Master_joe: mmmm 

pvclucygirl: watching the white lace being rubbed gently 

kelli-: climbs onto Joes lap facing him in my tiny white thong and tie up teeshirt 

Master_joe: oh yes 

kelli-: sways.. eyes on Joes eyes 

kelli-: hands on his shoulders  

Master_joe: sways in time 

kelli-: mouth opens .. eyes narrow 

pvclucygirl: watching the thong disappear between those two tight cheeks as kelli climbs on joes 

lap 

kelli-: my legs tighten around him  

Master_joe: gulp 

Master_joe: hands on hips 

kelli-: hips roll front to back to the slow sexy beat  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: grind  

kelli-: moves my face close to his 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: tongue traces his lips 

kelli-: hand move high over my head 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: bumping to the beat as I lean back  

kelli-: legs lock around joe 

Master_joe: eyes close 

kelli-: lean back further  

Master_joe: leaning back a bit to balance you 

kelli-: lean waaaayyy back ..hips thrusting 

kelli-: collapse upside down  

Al_dente_: yay kelli   

touchdown366: awesome kelli 



Al_dente_: would stand and applaud but....... 

touchdown366: you liked the list 

kelli-: rolls over my hands to my feet  

pvclucygirl: wow 

kelli-: YES !!!! TD!!!! it was great!!!!  

Master_joe: 10 on dismount 

Al_dente_: lol 

Al_dente_: nice sexy dance kelli 

kelli-: runs over to the booth and gives TD and huge deep tongue in mouth kisssssss 

pvclucygirl: applauds....amazing 

touchdown366: mmmmmmm just for spinning 

Al_dente_: lol.. and for appreciating and fainting at the right time 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

Al_dente_: well done kelli 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: you all did a good job as my assistant dancers LOL 

kelli-: TD was locked in the booth.. bummer 

Al_dente_: not in his mind he wasn't 

 

kelli-: dancing over to Joe  

Master_joe: mm hi bb 

kelli-: hips move to the beat  

kelli-: slow, sexy moves 

Master_joe: mmm yesss  love em 

kelli-: leans forward infront of you 

Master_joe: mmm  

RocketManFL: kelli !!!! hugs 

Master_joe: watchubg closely 

RocketManFL: hey joe 

Master_joe: hi rocket 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: then out.. gesturing 

Master_joe: mmm follows 

kelli-: http://www.sparklingstrawberry.com/products/Alluring-Hot-Pink-Dancewear-

Outfit.html 

kelli-: my evening off outfit 

kelli-: hi Lucy 

kelli-: working my way around the room  

Master_joe: oo sexy 

kelli-: fun little dance  

RocketManFL: daum ! winks 

RocketManFL: lucy !! hugs 

kelli-: turns my back to the boys .. modelling the outfit 



Master_joe: hi lucy 

kelli-: swivels my hips to the rhythm  

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

RocketManFL: swivels head to watch 

kelli-: arching my back  

RocketManFL: how was your day lucy? 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

kelli-: working the beat 

kelli-: leans forward .. feet apart  

kelli-: back arched as the new song starts  

Master_joe: yess 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: ass muscles flex to the slower beat  

kelli-: bouncing my cheeks left left right right 

RocketManFL: mmm flexing muscles mmmm 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder  

kelli-: licking my lips 

RocketManFL: smiles 

pvclucygirl: hugs hi everyone 

kelli-: smiles..  

pvclucygirl: slips up on a bar stool to watch the sexy kelli dance hehe 

kelli-: winks at the boys  

RocketManFL: how are you lucy? 

kelli-: moves over toward Lucy, sitting between them  

kelli-: hands high .. spins .. wild little thrusting and dance.. hair flying 

RocketManFL: woo hoo 

kelli-: shows Lucy my little pink.. dance outfit LOL  

kelli-: http://www.sparklingstrawberry.com/products/Alluring-Hot-Pink-Dancewear-

Outfit.html 

Master_joe: lol 

Master_joe:  i like pink 

kelli-: waits for the music 

kelli-: slowly moves with the steady beat  

kelli-: leans into Lucy .. on the floor right infront of her 

kelli-: moves close 

kelli-: sways..  

RocketManFL: watches smiling 

kelli-: shoulders move to the beat  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: bent at waist  

kelli-: eyes on Lucys  

RocketManFL: mmm ejoys view 



kelli-: feet set apart .. back arched  

kelli-: legs straight 

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: kisses Lucys cheek  

RocketManFL: daum so sexy 

kelli-: waits .. new song  

RocketManFL: claps woo hoo 

kelli-: steps back .. lets Lucy breathe 

pvclucygirl: (spanks pal for freezing on me) 

kelli-: oh no 

pvclucygirl: eyes glued to that lil sexy pink outfit 

kelli-: guess I need to do that again ?? 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: slowly moves with the steady beat  

pvclucygirl: hehe, no, the text all appeared after a long delay - enjoyed the kiss hehe 

pvclucygirl: but if you feel you need to do it again .... smiles 

kelli-:  slowly moves with the steady beat  

 leans into Lucy .. on the floor right infront of her moves close 

 sways..  

kelli-: ok 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: turns to the boys 

kelli-: on either side of Lucy 

RocketManFL: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: slowly sways  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

Master_joe: watching 

kelli-: winks @ Joe 

RocketManFL: eyes following kelli's hands 

kelli-: new upbeat tune 

kelli-: heel tapping the floor  

RocketManFL: hand tapping on bartop 

kelli-: hips move left.. then right.. then left .. then right 

RocketManFL: follows hips 

RocketManFL: smiles 

kelli-: upper body turns the opposite direction to the beat 

kelli-: moves infront of rocket 

RocketManFL: amazingly felxible 

kelli-: slowly turning  

RocketManFL: smiles @ kelli 

RocketManFL: winks 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: working my body to the rhythm  

kelli-: hips swivel  



RocketManFL: ignores rule hands to your hips 

kelli-: moves away .. shakes my finger at you 

RocketManFL: chuckles shrugs 

RocketManFL: smiles 

Master_joe: bad rocket 

kelli-: places your hands on your arm rests  

RocketManFL: promises self to be good 

kelli-: stands .. and rocks out to the fast song 

kelli-: smiles at you 

kelli-: leans in  

kelli-: shimmies shoulders  

kelli-: feet apart.. legs straight.. bend at waist  

RocketManFL: smiles back 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: shimmie shimmie shimmie 

kelli-: working the beat hard  

RocketManFL: figgiedty in seat 

kelli-: leans in closer knowing I'm getting to you 

kelli-: licks lips 

kelli-: eyes on yours 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, wow, such a hot dancer, seeing rocket squirm in his seat hehe 

pvclucygirl: hi astro 

RocketManFL: difficult to hide evidence 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: turns my back to you 

pvclucygirl: giggles, are you bragging rocket? 

kelli-: giggles at Lucy 

RocketManFL: no no 

pvclucygirl: lol 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat  

Master_joe: mm sneaks out to cook dinner.... 

astronut5: hello pvc and everyone 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: see you later Joe? 

kelli-: hi astro  

astronut5: hey kelli 

RocketManFL: wtaches kelli 

kelli-: slowly moves back to Lucy  

pvclucygirl: smiles 

kelli-: backs into her lap  

RocketManFL: wc jay, kelli is dancing for us 

kelli-: lays my head back on her shoulder 

pvclucygirl: purrs against her neck as she leans back 



jay1ca: thx 

RocketManFL: medium font please 

kelli-: sways on your lap  

jay1ca: sorry 

RocketManFL: np, thanks 

pvclucygirl: spreads my legs a lil so she can lean into me, feeling her back rub against my latex 

dress 

RocketManFL: watches the 2 hot ladies 

pvclucygirl: welcome jay 

kelli-: moves over toward Jay 

kelli-: makes eye contact as I slowly dance infront of him 

kelli-: move my hands high  

kelli-: body moving to the slow beat  

RocketManFL: watches the sedcutress work her magiuc 

jay1ca: awwww 

jay1ca: thx 

kelli-: head and body working the beat  

kelli-: hips swivel  

pvclucygirl: sipping my champagne as i watch kelli dance for jay 

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: sexy little S moves  

RocketManFL: mmmmm yesssssssssssssssssssssss 

jay1ca: blows kelli a kiss 

kelli-: looks over my  shoulder and winks 

kelli-: my dance outfit 

kelli-: http://www.sparklingstrawberry.com/products/Alluring-Hot-Pink-Dancewear-

Outfit.html 

pvclucygirl: those lil shorts look amazing on you kelli 

kelli-: since Jay doesn't know the rules, I won't temp him and get him into trouble 

RocketManFL: what lucy sadi lol 

kelli-: the small fits me jusssttt right Lucy 

 

kelli-: dances to Chicago in my chair  

kelli-: hands high .. rockin my body 

garrett523: *watches kelli move with a smile* 

kelli-: http://www.bebe.com/Dresses/All-Dresses/Satin-Deep-V-Neck-

Dress/pc/197/c/0/sc/198/94116.pro?selectedColor=xan 

kelli-: dances between your chairs  

garrett523: *smiles to her* very lovely 

kelli-: the short lil red dress moves with me 

kelli-: spins.. flairs the short skirt of the dress  

garrett523: *his eyes exploring her body* always so damn sexy 

puckhound3000: one of my favorite views 

kelli-: don't like this song  



kelli-: works to the beat ... shakes my finger at my boys  

kelli-: slowly turns as I watch you both watch me 

garrett523: *licks his lips and smirks as he looks kelli in the eyes* 

kelli-: winks at g.. then at puckie 

puckhound3000: i always have to scan her entire body 

garrett523: because it is complete perfection 

kelli-: slowly works my hands up my body, the tight form fitting dress rising 

kelli-: high mid thigh as my hands move over my head  

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: working the beat  

garrett523: god I wish those were my hands... lol 

garrett523: hello devon 

kelli-: I was just doing a little dance for the boys when the music got all slow 

kelli-: I wore my cute little A line red dress  

garrett523: feel free to keep dancing slow 

kelli-: http://www.bebe.com/Dresses/All-Dresses/Satin-Deep-V-Neck-

Dress/pc/197/c/0/sc/198/94116.pro?selectedColor=xan 

Devon26: ahhhh ..smiles 

kelli-: sits Devon in back of and between the other two chairs so they form an open V  

kelli-: hmmm.. what will we do with him?? 

touchdown366: hello kelli 

kelli-: and woofie LMAO  

bigbadwoof2008: hi kelli 

garrett523: hey td... hey woof 

kelli-: great odds now 

touchdown366: hello garrett 

Devon26: walks over and takes a seat staring at kelli form fitting dress 

touchdown366: smiles very sexy kelli 

kelli-: moves the chairs into a wide open C shape  

garrett523: satin is the absolute best fabric... 

kelli-: dances in the middle of the C  

kelli-: spins .. flares the dress  

garrett523: *watches her and cheers* 

touchdown366: sits and watches as kelli dances 

kelli-: hips move hard to the fast beat  

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: workin the beat hard  

bigbadwoof2008: nice dress kelli ....   love to be laying on my back at your feet and 

looking upward 

touchdown366: seeing the dress flare up smile loving how she moves 

kelli-: leans slightly forward ..  

Devon26: watches every flare of kelli's dress as her hips rock rhythmically 

kelli-: hair moving.. ass moving.. not much that isn't moving 

garrett523: *blows her a kiss* very lovely 



kelli-: works it hard  

touchdown366: watching every part of her sexy body moving 

kelli-: moves to woofie..  

kelli-: dances infront of him  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

bigbadwoof2008:  very sexy young lady 

kelli-: shankin my ass hard  

kelli-: dress moving with me 

kelli-: spins..  

bigbadwoof2008: watching your every move 

kelli-: moves down to TD 

kelli-: leans in .. walks my fingers up his legs  

kelli-: eyes on his 

kelli-: big smile 

touchdown366: watching as she does 

touchdown366:  looking into her eyes 

touchdown366: smiles back at her sexyness 

kelli-: straightens up .. slowly moves to the new rhythm  

puckhound3000: holy hell, the visual 

garrett523: *bites his lip watching her tease the other gents* 

touchdown366: loving her touch up my legs 

kelli-: moves to Devon  

kelli-: pushing apart his knees 

kelli-: backs in close  

Devon26: dark eyes watching your swaying hips as your dress moves fluidly with your 

mpotion 

kelli-: leans back against him  

kelli-: body moves with the rhythm  

Devon26: grins at kelli as she leans towards me 

kelli-: looks up over my shoulder  

kelli-: giggles as Puckie leaves  

garrett523: shame 

touchdown366: what the puck 

Devon26: your body so form fitting in your red dress 

Devon26: lol TD 

kelli-: stands up .. works the rhythm .. winking at Dev  

kelli-: it's really pucked up huh TD? 

touchdown366: watching kelli working it  

garrett523: totally lol 

Devon26: winks back at kelli 

touchdown366:  yesssssss very pucked up 

kelli-: and it was his turn  

garrett523: his loss too 

kelli-: looks at garrett with a grin  



garrett523: *returns her smile* 

kelli-: nice slow tune  

kelli-: does a little dance infront of G 

kelli-: hands move high  

garrett523: *his eyes travel up and down her body... noticing every curve* 

kelli-: hips move with the beat  

kelli-: swaying the dress  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmm nice little dance as she moves her hips sooooooooooo 

nice 

garrett523: *his eyes follow the sway of her hips* you are entrancing 

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: working the beat .. dress swaying to and fro  

bigbadwoof2008: enjoying the dancing ...  mind  wanders and thinking "what lucky guy 

gets to boink this girl?" 

bigbadwoof2008: all i know is, it's not me 

touchdown366: as my eyes work overtime to keep up with her 

garrett523: *his eyes start traveling up her body and to her eyes* 

kelli-: just got back from two weeks with the B/F and pretty constant "boinking" woofie 

garrett523: lucky man he is... 

Devon26: agrees with garrett 

kelli-: hmmm I need some music 

garrett523: but I think even consistent isn't enough for the lovely kelli though... lol  

garrett523: ot constant 

kelli-: hops up onto the bar  

touchdown366: moves closer to the bar 

kelli-: moves with the music  

Devon26: watching kelli's legs as she hops on the bar 

garrett523: damn paltalk 

kelli-: the short dress makes my legs more .. visible  

touchdown366: very sexy legs 

kelli-: does a step .. to the beat  

garrett523: I;m back 

kelli-: wb 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans forward  

bigbadwoof2008: the short dress makes my pickle wiggle 

kelli-: hands on hips 

Devon26: very sexy everything 

touchdown366: loving her hands on her hips 

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: shoulders  

kelli-: knees bend 

kelli-: working the beat  



touchdown366: loves how she makes it look naughty as she shimmies 

kelli-: hands fly up  

Devon26: eyes watching the sensual sway of your hips 

garrett523: grrr 

kelli-: poor G 

kelli-: spins.. flare the dress  

touchdown366: doesnt have much staying power 

kelli-: oh but.. he does  

kelli-: LOL 

kelli-: does a little prance to the new beat  

touchdown366: my eyes look her over while she prances 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

garrett523: ok I think this is figured out now... sorry 

kelli-: spins 

garrett523: *sits back down and watches kelli* 

kelli-: does a sexy dance to the slowish sexy beat  

kelli-: slinky S moves  

kelli-: knees bend  

garrett523: *smiles watching the sext motion of her body* 

kelli-: air guitar  

kelli-: lift one leg  

touchdown366: smiles as she plays air guitar 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: works it 

touchdown366:  hoping its a g string she is playing 

kelli-: give it to me 

kelli-: give it to me 

kelli-: give it to me 

kelli-: give it to me 

garrett523: any time kelli...  

kelli-: lands on my knees  

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh we are more than willing to give it to you 

Devon26: watching kelli's back arch back..her breaths shallow as she gives it 

everthing..her swaying as she plays the air guitar 

kelli-: stretching out hand down infront of me 

kelli-: give it to me 

kelli-: give it to me 

bigbadwoof2008: how do you want it? 

kelli-: back up on my knees  

touchdown366: hard im thinking 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: stretching up high  

kelli-: pops up to my feet  



kelli-: sways .. closes my eyes 

kelli-: hands high .. sways back and forth  

garrett523: *licks his lips as he watches the swaying* 

kelli-: head back .. hair hanging back  

bigbadwoof2008: gn all ....  have fun 

garrett523: later woof 

touchdown366: mmmmmmm wonders what she is thinking as her eyes are closed 

kelli-: no stamina  

kelli-: hips swirl to the semi slow tune  

Devon26: haha i thought wolves could run for hours non stop 

kelli-: hands move down to my hips 

kelli-: he's winded  

Devon26: mmmm watching kelli's subtle  sexy moves 

kelli-: hips thrust side to side ..  

garrett523: kelli is enough to exhaust an olympic athlete 

kelli-: then in circles 

touchdown366: eyes go side to side 

kelli-: slowly turn  

kelli-: leans forward .. rolls my hips and ass  

garrett523: *leans back in the chair and watches with a smile* 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: slow song moving through me 

garrett523: hello matt 

touchdown366: gets closer  

Devon26: tilting head to get a great look at kelli's sexy ass while her hips thrust 

kelli-: slowly moves to the song 

kelli-: sways 

kelli-: smiles as TD is right at the bar in his chair  

touchdown366: smiles back 

kelli-: does a slow movement to move infront of him  

touchdown366: loving the look she gives me 

garrett523: *sips from his drink* 

kelli-: looks down at TD as he looks up  

touchdown366: eyes are transfixed on her 

kelli-: slips one foot onto each of his arm rests  

kelli-: slowly moves to the song 

kelli-: dress swaying  

touchdown366: looks up as she steps on the arm rest 

kelli-: bends my knees slightly  

touchdown366: whispers up to her hot hot she is making me 

garrett523: *loves watching her* 

kelli-: the inside of my thigh just above my knee touches his cheek  

touchdown366: shudders as i feel her touch 



kelli-: looks down licking my lips  

touchdown366: looking up licking mine 

kelli-: one foot on either side of his chair seat  

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: kiss his cheek  

touchdown366: leans closer 

touchdown366: as she kisses my cheeck 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar  

kelli-: does a crazy little dance over to Al  

kelli-: working the faster beat  

kelli-: hand on my hip .. other finger tapping my cheek  

kelli-: looking down at Al  

kelli-: points to him  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: spins .. flares the dress  

Al_dente_: hmmm nice legs 

Devon26: we lost garrett again 

kelli-: does a strutt  

kelli-: down the bar  

touchdown366: follows her down the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of Devon  

kelli-: working the hot beat  

Devon26: smiles at kelli 

kelli-: shakes my finger at Dev  

kelli-: leaning forward  

Al_dente_: sheesh Pal knows when to interfere..... 

kelli-: shoulders working hard 

kelli-: shimmies  

kelli-: little boobs moving inside the dress  

Devon26: grins staring at you intently as you lean forward and shimmies 

kelli-: spins.. working my hips hard  

Al_dente_: nicely too! 

kelli-: crazy MJ dance  

Devon26: kelli's hips rocking , her body so fluid, so sexy, so sensual 

kelli-: shakes my finger back and forth .. it don't matter if your black or white 

kelli-: head swivels  

kelli-: crazy dance 

Al_dente_: watches the body gyrating to the beat 

kelli-: does the two step around the bar  

kelli-: hands on my hips 

touchdown366: oh she knows how to work us up 

kelli-: shakes it for the boys 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shakes it for you 



kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: two step ..  

kelli-: works down the bar  

Devon26: mmmm as her short dress flares getting a view of her well tone thighs 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: legs wrapped 

touchdown366: lucky pole 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: hangs upside down  

kelli-: dress over my head  

Al_dente_: ah... there IS a thong! 

kelli-: little red thong  

touchdown366: it matches too 

kelli-: arms catch the pole .. spins 

kelli-: lands on my feet  

kelli-: legs wrap the pole .. hands holding it .. hips thrusting 

kelli-: hands release .. leaning back .. thrusting hard 

Devon26: brb 

Al_dente_: hi vazziy 

vazziy: hi Al 

kelli-: does the two step back to the bar  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli as she moves 

kelli-: stops infront of vazz 

kelli-: leans forward and back to the beat  

kelli-: hands on hips 

vazziy: smiles at Kelli... eyes taking her in  

kelli-: heal toe heel toe 

kelli-: slowly turns .. shaking finger in the air to the tune 

kelli-: leans forward .. shakin my ass to the rhythm  

vazziy: resisting the temptation 

kelli-: flips up the back of my dress and laffs  

kelli-: heel toe heel toe 

kelli-: works in a circle  

kelli-: grabs the skirt of my dress .. moves around the bar  

Al_dente_: nice bum! 

vazziy: eyes goes from Kelli flipping her dress .. to watching her feet 

kelli-: working the new beat  

kelli-: borrows Draz's bag pipes  

kelli-: fakes it 

kelli-: LOL 

vazziy: smh 

Al_dente_: make sure you blow in the right pipe! 



kelli-: you know me.. all of them LMAO 

kelli-: puts the pipes down before I break something 

kelli-: dancing back to the edge of the bar  

Al_dente_: or it goes limp..... 

vazziy: wishes  i was a ... never mind 

kelli-: never  

kelli-: spins fast.. flares the dress  

Al_dente_: glimpses the red thong 

kelli-: works my body  

kelli-: working down to Al  

vazziy: smiles at Kelli as she does 

Al_dente_: hmmm likes the approaching body!! 

kelli-: taps my heel on the bar to the new song 

kelli-: shoulders sway  

kelli-: hands on hips 

Al_dente_: waches the bumps in the top moving 

kelli-: hips join in  

kelli-: spins 

vazziy: eyes focusing on the hips...  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: flips the dress back and forth  

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: plants feet at the edge  

kelli-: leans forward  

vazziy: *sitting in my chair.. open from the table watching kelli *  

kelli-: hands move up  

Al_dente_: taught thighs 

kelli-: flips one shoulder strap off my shoulder 

Al_dente_: ..... imagining...... 

kelli-: turns sideways 

kelli-: lays my chin on the bare shoulder 

kelli-: winks at Al  

kelli-: licks my lips 

Al_dente_: smiles and winks back 

kelli-: slowly turns  

Al_dente_: blows a kiss 

kelli-: catches the kiss 

kelli-: tucks it between my boobs 

kelli-: does a sexy slow dance  

kelli-: picks up the new rhythm  

kelli-: turns .. flips the shoulder strap off the other shoulder  

Al_dente_: hmmm likes the 'sexy slow' dance 

kelli-: hands rise high  



kelli-: body moves is slinky S moves  

kelli-: lets the straps drop  

kelli-: pulls my arms out  

kelli-: hips rotate  

kelli-: peals the dress  

Al_dente_: hopes for a wardrobe malfunction 

kelli-: tiny red bandeau keeping me legal  

kelli-: obviously enjoying what I'm doing 

Al_dente_: legal????  where is the police? 

kelli-: fingers tuck under the waist of the dress  

kelli-: slowly pushing it off my hips and dropping to the floor 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: steps out and dances nearly nude 

kelli-: slowly turning 

Al_dente_: the thin red line around the hips 

kelli-: tiny thong  

Al_dente_: and besides... you are allowed to be naked on the bar! 

kelli-: V in the front  

kelli-: line in the back  

Al_dente_: a dissapearing line.... 

kelli-: slowly moving to the new song 

kelli-: standing infront of Vazz and looking down at him  

kelli-: hands move over my skin  

Al_dente_: follows the progress of the hands 

kelli-: moving up the front of my body 

kelli-: cupping 

kelli-: thumbs slowly move across the visible points  

kelli-: hands continue to move up  

Al_dente_: making them more visible 

kelli-: fingers push back my hair  

kelli-: hold it up .. watching both guys watching me 

Al_dente_: keeps my eyes on Kelli as I go to get some dinner....... 

Al_dente_: eyes watching.... 

kelli-: vazz must be reading the obits or something 

Al_dente_: lol 

Al_dente_: or the orbs' 

kelli-: VAzz.. is your name in there??? 

kelli-: I think it's just you and me Al  

kelli-: Devon never came back  

kelli-: sexy little strutt  

kelli-: body working the slow BV beat  

kelli-: stops infront of you 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands on my thighs 



kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: bent at the waist  

kelli-: slowly moving my hands up my thighs 

kelli-: hips begin to thrust as my hands reach the top  

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

kelli-: finger tips trace the tiny V  

kelli-: falls to my knees 

kelli-: rolls the waist band 

Al_dente_: not very much to the v 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: leaning farther back  

kelli-: waay backkk  

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

Al_dente_: the thin material moulding to the shapes inside 

dapovvers: hiya all  

Al_dente_: hi 

kelli-: collapse  

kelli-: just on time to miss everything .. congrats dap 

dapovvers: walk in room and kelli collapses - such pwers i have  

kelli-: NOT.. the end of my dance  

Al_dente_: Hmmmm Nice dance Kelli... 

kelli-: thank you Al  

Al_dente_: leaves us on a nice high... 

 

kelli-: dancing in my chair ...  

Bee_passionately_blue: isn't that just called wiggling?  

kelli-: stands in my chair.. this is wiggling 

kelli-: wiggles 

b ettena: holds the chair for kelli, gets a great view of the wiggler  

kelli-: sways .. looking down at B .. smiles 

b ettena: smiles back  

Al_dente_: you tend to from that angle B 

b ettena: along providing my own view ?  

kelli-: I still have my pink dance outfit on  

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch impressed with the woman who is dancing with grace  

kelli-: never changed  

kelli-: http://www.sparklingstrawberry.com/products/Alluring-Hot-Pink-Dancewear-

Outfit.html 

touchdown366: very hot kelli 

kelli-: oops 



kelli-: my ass hit the stop button  

Al_dente_: nice outfit Kelli 

b ettena: Great outfit Kelli  

kelli-: jumps down and two steps around B 

b ettena: goes back to the barstool and slides on  

Bee_passionately_blue: I watch as you tease b_etterna with the small provocative movements  

kelli-: works my way between everyones seat  

kelli-: heel toe heel toe 

kelli-: wiggles for Bee LOL 

kelli-: is everyone awake? 

touchdown366: smiles yesssssssssss 

Al_dente_: just 

pvclucygirl: i think so 

Al_dente_: watching the wiggles 

touchdown366:  just was watching you work it kelli 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

Al_dente_: nothing like an elevated hottie 

kelli-: stands feet apart .. knees slightly bent .. body moving to the beat .. hair flying 

kelli-: air pipes 

touchdown366: nice moves as i look  

kelli-: spins.. hair flying  

kelli-: working the beat  

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: hands on hips.. bent at waist .. hair flying 

kelli-: working it 

Master_joe: mmmm 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

kelli-: dancing hard 

touchdown366: eyes follow 

kelli-: stands at the edge infront of the boys  

kelli-: smiles as my body moves to the rhythm  

singleman_2k: enjoying the looks 

kelli-: hands move slowly up  

kelli-: blows a kiss  

kelli-: turns slowly  

singleman_2k: luvly kisses back 

kelli-: works my hips  

pvclucygirl: sipping my champagne as i watch the sexy kelli dance 

kelli-: working the song 

touchdown366: loves those hips 

singleman_2k: glancing lucy 

singleman_2k: how r u 

kelli-: kisses my fingers .. places them on my ass 

pvclucygirl: great thanks single 



pvclucygirl: that cute lil ass, barely covered by the pink shorts 

kelli-: shakes my fingers .. HOT 

kelli-: laffs  

singleman_2k: u looks great lucy...luv to get u a drink 

kelli-: stands back to you.. feet apart .. hips thrusting left left right right 

touchdown366: loves the outfit as you move soooooo sexy 

b ettena: sways a bit on the barstool  

kelli-: rolls my hips 

kelli-: moves to the edge and waits for it 

touchdown366: watching all the hot ladies 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar .. feet apart .. leans forward at waist  

kelli-: shoulder shimmie  

kelli-: head moving back and forth  

kelli-: rolls my shoulders  

kelli-: hands move up my body as I straighten up  

b ettena: slides off the barstool and sways in place for a moment....glides along the floor  

kelli-: fingers toy with my zipper on my top 

pvclucygirl: eyes drawn to kellis fingers 

kelli-: tugs the zipper down slowly  

touchdown366: waits to see what she will do 

kelli-: hips gyrate  

pvclucygirl: watching 

kelli-: zips it down 1/2 way  

kelli-: slowly turns  

touchdown366: eyes on the zipper 

b ettena: watches as well, a hand gently cupping one of my breasts in anticipation of 

what Kelli chooses to do  

kelli-: feet apart .. legs straight .. leans for 

kelli-: hips move in the slower rhythm 

kelli-: left left right right 

pvclucygirl: loving the sight of her breasts pushing up as the zipper loosens 

kelli-: body sways left as hips sway right  

kelli-: eyes watching everyones eyes 

Master_joe: sneaks out hate to leave hot dance liek this 

kelli-: slowly works the beat  

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: slip over my hips 

kelli-: sways left and right 

kelli-: fingers reach the waist  

kelli-: slowly roll the waist down one turn  

kelli-: fingers move around rolling the waist all the way around me 

touchdown366: loves the hot moves 

kelli-: hands slowly move up as I slowly turn  



kelli-: hips and body making slinky S turns  

kelli-: keeps the moves on the slow side  

kelli-: works to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: steps across to the arms of b ettena's chair  

kelli-: sways as I look down .. smiles 

b ettena: smiles back  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: over my head  

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: rock with you ....  

touchdown366: smiles at the thrust 

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: hair moves with me .. pulls it back  

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: sways and moves  

kelli-: steps back to the bar  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: hands slowly gesture to the slow song 

kelli-: head back .. hair hangs down my back  

kelli-: hands slowly rise  

kelli-: over my head  

kelli-: leans back  

touchdown366: looks while her hands move slowly 

kelli-: lays out on the bar infront of everyone 

kelli-: rolls onto my back  

touchdown366: smiles softly as she does 

kelli-: hands over my head  

kelli-: stretching out 

kelli-: hips slowly thrust to the beat  

kelli-: rolls face down  

kelli-: thrusting against the bar  

kelli-: slowly pulling up my legs  

kelli-: knees under me .. face down .. ass high  

touchdown366: looks at the slow thrust 

kelli-: tucks my head under and rolls over to  my feet  

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: stops 

kelli-: heel pounds the beat on the bar  

kelli-: moves to Lucys chair  



kelli-: feet on her seat next to her thighs 

pvclucygirl: smiles 

pvclucygirl: slides my hands up her smooth legs 

kelli-: sways.. turning back and forth  

pvclucygirl: oops will i get in trouble like the boys hehe 

kelli-: working the beat  

kelli-: smiles down and shakes my finger  

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: she's a man eater  

kelli-: shimmies shoulders 

kelli-: jiggle jiggle jiggle 

kelli-: bends knees  

kelli-: leans down more 

pvclucygirl: pulls my hands back lol 

kelli-: touching your face with the inside of my thigh 

touchdown366: loves the playfull ness 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard as I straighten up 

pvclucygirl: feels the super smooth thigh against my face 

kelli-: smiles as I jump back to the bar  

pvclucygirl: all i can see is pink hehe 

kelli-: turns .. wiggles my ass  

touchdown366: all pink  

kelli-: checks my shorts 

kelli-: giggles  

kelli-: moves down the bar  

kelli-: walks across to TDs chair  

kelli-: body turning left and right .. dancing above him  

touchdown366: smiles as she turns 

kelli-: slowly unzips the top another 1/4 of the way 

kelli-: drops to my knees straddling his legs  

touchdown366: feels my heart racing 

kelli-: hands on his shoulders 

kelli-: shoulders sway and shimmie  

kelli-: mouthing the word insatiable  

touchdown366: eyes follow her every move 

kelli-: leaning back .. arching my back  

kelli-: thrusting my hips left right left right 

kelli-: moving closer  

touchdown366: follows the countours of her body 

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: hair flows  

kelli-: hands pull my hair back  

kelli-: body thrusts to the song 

pvclucygirl: watching intently as i sip my champagne 



touchdown366: eyes looking intently 

kelli-: I think Al fell asleep 

Al_dente_: i did. 

pvclucygirl: lol 

Al_dente_: bu I woke up again 

touchdown366: really Al 

kelli-: uh huh 

Al_dente_: been quietly watching 

kelli-: climbs down to the floor  

kelli-: back to TD  

kelli-: sways my ass  

kelli-: slowly rolls the waist one more turn  

touchdown366: reaches inches from touching 

pvclucygirl: spank her td i whisper 

kelli-: he knows better  

Al_dente_: I heard that Lucy..... 

touchdown366: looks at lucy then at kelli knowing better 

kelli-: slowly turns  toward TD 

pvclucygirl: ooops i said that out loud didnt i 

Al_dente_: not a good suggestion when it's kelli 

touchdown366: looks as she turns to me 

kelli-: hands slowly unzip the top to the very bottom of the zipper 

Al_dente_: <wonders if Lucy likes being spanked....... 

kelli-: boobs almost falling out 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches the top flapping... 

touchdown366: trys catching them 

kelli-: hands move down the front of my rolled short bottoms 

kelli-: fingers pressing down on my hips 

touchdown366: love that bottom 

kelli-: hips roll .. sway and thrust  

pvclucygirl: puts my champagne down so i can concentrate 

touchdown366: nice isnt it 

kelli-: small band barely covering  

Al_dente_: the thinner the better..... 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

touchdown366: agrees with Al 

kelli-: two steps to the stage 

kelli-: grabs the pole .. leans forward  

Al_dente_: dunno how the thing stays on.... 

kelli-: rides a cowboy 

touchdown366: looks as she works the pole 

kelli-: jumps up and spins on the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: spins 



kelli-: lets go with my hands 

kelli-: leans out horizontal  

kelli-: pops the end of the zipper and lets it fall to the floor 

Al_dente_: wheeeeee 

kelli-: hugs to pole .. hips thrusting against it  

touchdown366: looks as it falls 

kelli-: legs wrapped tightly  

pvclucygirl: wishes i had toned strong legs like those, so sexy 

kelli-: slides down to my feet  

kelli-: arms and legs wrapped  

Al_dente_: admires the curves 

kelli-: hips thrust against the pole to the beat  

touchdown366: love those curves 

kelli-: lets go 

kelli-: does a wild MJ dance  

kelli-: feels the bottoms move  

kelli-: stands facing you, legs slightly apart .. hands high  

touchdown366: watches the bottoms move 

kelli-: hips moving hard to the beat  

Al_dente_: waits for the bottom to slip.... or hopes... 

kelli-: bottoms slipping  

kelli-: rolls hips  

kelli-: as they fall to my feet  

kelli-: steps out and does a hard MJ dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: works the beat  

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

touchdown366: watching her work the beat 

Al_dente_: smiles at the gorgeous naked body! 

kelli-: back to the pole 

kelli-: hides behind it  

kelli-: peeks out 

kelli-: I'm bad  

Al_dente_: ya can't hide behind that! 

touchdown366: oh your sooooooooooooo bad loves it kelli 

kelli-: one hand on the pole as I strutt out from behind it 

pvclucygirl: wooo hooo 

kelli-: small strutt steps 

Al_dente_: admires.... everything! 

kelli-: one foot infront of the other 

kelli-: moves to profile 

pvclucygirl: wow wow wow 

kelli-: hands high on the pole 

kelli-: hips sway 



touchdown366: watches the slow sway 

kelli-: hands slowly pull down the pole as I move against it 

kelli-: grind on the pole 

kelli-: works the pole hard against my bare body 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: grind 

pvclucygirl: in awe of the sexy dancer 

kelli-: hump and thrust  

kelli-: steps back  

kelli-: drops to my knees facing you 

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: eyes scan kelli... 

kelli-: leans back more  

kelli-: leans wayyyy back  

touchdown366: applauds the hot little dance 

kelli-: head on the stage behind me 

kelli-: thrusting straight up  

kelli-: collapse  

Al_dente_: hmmmmm wondeful view 

Al_dente_: Yay!! 

dutchdave84: hello all  

Al_dente_: Great dance Kelli 

Al_dente_: stands and applauds 

pvclucygirl: wow, amazing kelli 

Al_dente_: Hi Dutch 

dutchdave84: hello al, what did i miss?  

kelli-: everything 

pvclucygirl: hehe 

Al_dente_: nothing... nothing... smirks... 

dutchdave84: damn  

kelli-: picks up a LAB robe and slips it on  

dutchdave84: smiles, watching kelli  

 


